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Annual Meeting of the Clan!

Supported Entries 10-22-16 & 10-23-16

October 21, 2016

Hotel Information:

Fun Times Ahead!
AGM
Judges Ed
Auction Items
Raffle Items
Awards
Prizes

The Host Hotel is:

Banquet Information:

Four Points by Sheraton,
Pleasanton, CA.
Reservation Phone Number:

The banquet will take place on
Friday night at 6:00 pm at the
host hotel in the San Ramon
room. The buffet style dinner will
start at 6:30 pm…

925-460-8800 or 888-627-8072
Reservation Code: Anatolians
Room Rates: $119.00
Pet Fee: $50.00 per dog
Cut Off Date: Sept. 29, 2016

The buffet will include:
Chicken Breast in a Marsala Wine
Sauce
BBQ Tri-Trip marinated & seared
House-made Ravioli filled with
swill chard, ricotta & parmesan
cheese. Topped with fresh roma
tomatoes & basil marinara.

Specialty Judges:
Specialty Judge:

Roasted Rosemary Potatoes

Mrs. Sharon Newcomb

Classic Caesar Salad

Puppy and Veterans Sweeps:

Iced Tea, Coffee & Water Station.

House-made Cheesecake.
(sodas and such are extra)

Ms. Frances C. Stephens

Buffet: $43.00 per person

Donations Greatly
Appreciated!
 General Care Products
 Collars and Leashes
 Handcrafted Items
 Dog Food & Treats
 Gift Cards
 Crate Pads

Special Event Planned!
Introduction to Nose-Work by Julie Sandoval….
Come and join us and see what fun NoseWork can be! This fun event will take place
on Saturday, Oct. 22, 2016. Time will be
announced as the Specialty gets closer.
$10.00 per dog (all proceeds will go directly
to ASDRL)

What you will need:



A flat collar.



6 foot leash and plenty of high value
treats!

We will have openings for 12 dogs.
The class will be taught by Julie Sandoval.

 Anything!!!
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ANATOLIAN TIMES
All Rights Reserved. No parts of this newsletter may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
without permission in writing from the Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America, Inc. (ASDCA).
The ANATOLIAN TIMES is the offi al publication of the Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America, Inc. It is
published 3 times a year for $35.00 per year subscription ($45.00 Canada; $50.00 overseas including Mexico). All
rights reserved. Reproduction of contents, either in whole or in parts, is not permitted without written consent of
the Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America, Inc. Send address changes to the ASDCA Secretary, 2923 Upper
Loomis Brook Rd, Walton, NY 13856.
The Editor reserves the right to edit all copy. The ASDCA is NOT responsible for the validity of statements made
by the advertiser. Opinions expressed herein are those of the authors and do not necessarily constitute endorsement by the ASDCA. Article contributions and ads are welcomed and encouraged, but carry no absolute guarantee of publication or endorsement of the ASDCA.
All article submissions and ads should be mailed in advance of the January 1, May 1, and September 1 deadline.
Litter Box ad copy, and ads concerning current or upcoming litters, must include reference to the OFA ratings of
the sire and dam. All ad copy shall be submitted either electronically using Microsoft P blisher, Microsoft ord
or JPEG, or if by mail “Camera Ready” (typeset and photos screened by a printer).
When advertising litters or an upcoming breeding, sire and dam must be ASDCA or AKC Registered. If sire or
dam are co-owned, all owners must be eligible for ASDCA membership and in good standing with the AKC. The
OFA or Penn Hip rating for both sire and dam must be included in all advertisements.
Submission of pictures for the front cover is encouraged. The front cover picture is chosen to refl ct the spirit of
the Anatolian Shepherd Dog and the ASDCA.
Note: Once a picture is submitted to the Anatolian Times Editor, it shall become the property of the ASDCA. The
only exception is copyrighted photographs.

Cover Photo

CH Gerlach Valoel at 5 years guarding her sheep in Napa, CA. “Val” is a wonderful working dog, loving to her family and
a fin shed champion. Owned and loved by John and Kathy Gerlach. Breeder: Kathy Gerlach.
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Registration information
Litter Registration Procedure: The breeder shall obtain a litter registration packet from the ASDCA Registrar or on the ASDCA web. The
breeder fills out the litter record with the full name, color, sex, and owner’s name address and phone number for each puppy to be registered.
The breeder then forwards the litter registration packet with the proper fees to the ASDCA. The ASDCA has adopted a 90-day period for
processing a litter registration. Incomplete information will cause a delay. The litter will not be registered until all required information
(including required signatures of owners of the sire and dam) has been completed on the litter record form. Sire and dam must be ASDCA or
AKC registered. Complete registration and fee schedule can be found on the ASDCA web site www.asdca.org under “ASDCA Registration Info
and Fee Schedules.”
MAIL COMPLETED FORMS TO: ASDCA Registrar, Dorothy Ballard, 3620 Alpine Blvd. Alpine, CA 91901
AKC Registration: To register a litter with the American Kennel Club (AKC), contact the AKC at: American Kennel Club, 8051 Arco Corporate Drive, Suite 100, Raleigh, NC 27617-3390; or call: (919) 233-9767; or check the AKC web site at: http://www.akc.org
ASDCA Kennel Name Registration: The breeder shall forward the request for a kennel name to the ASDCA Secretary with the proper fee
(see below). The Secretary shall then inform the breeder if the kennel name desired is available and acceptable. Accepted kennel names shall
be published in the ANATOLIAN TIMES.

asdca fee schedule
All fees listed are in U.S. dollars
Litter Registration: Fee includes one registration certifi ate per pup.
For Registration of a Litter - $10.00 per pup for members and $20.00 per pup for non-members
Individual Dog Registration: $20.00 for members and $25.00 for non-members
Ownership Transfer: $10.00 (must send original certifi ate to ASDCA Registrar)
Duplicate (Replacement) Registration Certificate: $10.00 Certifi d Pedigree: $25.00
Kennel Name Registration: $20.00
Annual Subscription to ANATOLIAN TIMES: $35.00 USA $45.00 for Canada $50.00 for overseas including Mexico
Litter Box Listing in the ANATOLIAN TIMES: Free to members (non-members $30.00)
ASDCA Membership Dues: $30.00 (one member) for Regular and Associate Membership. $40.00 for Family Membership (two individuals
who reside in the same household). $15.00 for Junior Membership (10-17 years of age). Annual membership includes one subscription to the
ANATOLIAN TIMES. Add $15.00 for membership in Canada. Add $20.00 for membership overseas including Mexico.
Membership Application Fee: $5.00 per new membership application (this is a non-refundable fee).
Breeder’s Rate New Owner Membership Dues: $20.00 per new membership applicant. Available to new puppy owners from litters produced
by ASDCA members. Payment must be made by the breeder. Th s is a fi st year only discount. Th s is to be gifted to new owner within 6
months after the date of sale.
Breeder’s List: $50.00 per year. Th s fee includes listing published by the ASDCA and provided to all inquiries that are received and the ASDCA Web Site – www.asdca.org. Only REGULAR MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING can be listed on the Breeder’s List. All breeder’s listed on
the Breeder’s List must sign that they have read the ASDCA Code of Ethics and will abide by them.
ANATOLIAN TIMES COPIES: A limited number of extra copies of the Anatolian Times are available for purchase through the Club Secretary. Contact the Club Secretary for current pricing schedule.
INSUFFICIENT FUND CHECKS: All checks returned to the ASDCA Treasurer due to insuffici t funds will be subject to a $40.00 ASDCA
fee to cover the signifi ant costs the ASDCA is charged by fi ancial institutions.

ANATOLIAN TIMES Advertising Rates - all ads are full page
Prices listed are for ASDCA club members. Contact the editor for non-member and commercial pricing.
Back Cover (Color or Black & White) $125.00
Inside Front and Inside Back Cover (Color or Black & White) $100.00
All other Color Pages $ 75.00
All other Black & White Pages $ 50.00
If dogs listed in advertisements are co-owned, all owners must be eligible for ASDCA membership and in good standing with
the AKC. To advertise, non-members must be eligible for ASDCA membership and in good standing with the AKC. All ads
must be accompanied by full payment (made out to the ASDCA) and sent to the Editor.
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ANATOLIAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF AMERICA, INC.
AKC Recognized Parent Club — Founded 1970

Phone: (607) 865-8812 (Phone Contact lives in New York)
Web Site: http://www.asdca.org

PRESIDENT
Catherine (Katie) Emanuel
c/o 3036 Berkmar Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434-960-5213
birinci@centurylink.net

Diana
DIRECTOR:
DIRECTOR:
DIRECTOR:
DIRECTOR:
DIRECTOR:
DIRECTOR:
DIRECTOR:

VICE-PRESIDENT
Barbara Jakobi
3154 County Road “O”
Marathon, WI 54448
715-443-3509
bgdogs01@gmail.com

Jan

EJ

SECRETARY
Sally Angelucci
2923 Upper Loomis Brook Rd
Walton, New York 13856
607-865-8812
salang1@aol.com

Sigrid

Carol

TREASURER
Albert Suhajda
2097 North Chula Vista Rd
Huachuca City, AZ 85616-8312
520-456-1033
albertsasd@gmail.com

Laura

Diana Martinez, PO Box 2247, Sonoma, CA 95476 (707-996-4224) amerikanasds@yahoo.com
Jan Fox, 3863 State Route 130, Stahlstown, PA 15687 (724-593-8939) foxglenaa@hotmail.com
Edward (EJ) Collins, 14123 S. Constitution Rte, Scottsville, VA 24590 (434-960-5234) edcollins.mail@gmail.com
Sigrid Owen, 2942 Raymond Rd, Twin Lake, MI 49457 (231-828-6603) sahin@frontier.com
Carol White, PO Box 3677, Salinas, CA 93912 (831-809-7413) luvmyanatolians@yahoo.com
Laura Long, 9061 Denne, Livonia, MI 48150 (313-300-2218) llong0267@gmail.com
Vacant

REGISTRAR:
Dorothy Ballard, 3620 Alpine Blvd. Alpine, CA 91901 (619-445-6438)
ANATOLIAN TIMES EDITOR:
Vacant - Please email all submissions to anatoliantimes@gmail.com until a new Editor is identified
WEBMASTER:
Mary Ellen Bilisnansky-McMorrow, 15 Little Arrow Road, Santa Fe, NM 87505 (484-467-4829) yoda@grounddogs.com
JUDGES ED COORDINATOR:
Katie Emanuel, c/o 3036 Berkmar Drive, Charlottesville, VA 22901 (434-960-5213) birinci@centurylink.net
HEALTH COORDINATOR:
Janet Dotson, 26902 Paradise Meadow Lane, Valley Center, CA 92082 jadees5150@gmail.com
WORKING DOG COMMITTEE CHAIR:
Diana Martinez, PO Box 2247, Sonoma, CA 95476 (707-996-4224) amerikanasds@yahoo.com
GAZETTE COLUMNIST:
Jo Lynne York, 265 Pleasant Grove Loop, Elgin, TX 78621-5014, (512) 789-5921/ eboracumk9@yahoo.com
AKC DELEGATE:
Vacant
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from the editor

Did you know????

From the Editor:
The ASDCA is still seeking an Editor for the Anatolian
Times. Currently, the Anatolian Times is being completed
using a third-part editor, Olivia Harvey. Olivia is an AKC
judge and does a beautiful job on the newsletter for the
Siberian Husky Club of America, Inc. Th s will make her
second issue. Submissions are still made to Katie Emanuel
@ birinci@centurylink.net or to anatoliantimes@gmail.
com. We are still seeking Club volunteers to help complete
the newsletter and serve at the Editor. The position can
be split by several people to lessen the burden on any one
person. One person could compile the newsletter, while
another handles all correspondence. If you are computer
savvy and can help with the Times, we want you. We no
longer need it done in Publisher. We are now able to work
across platforms. Currently, it is being put together using
In Design. All volunteers should have the capability to
send/receive large photo files electronically.

HISAR NOMINATIONS ARE DUE AUG 1, 2016
SERVICE AWARDS NOMINATIONS ARE
DUE JULY 1, 2016
OUTSTANDING SPORTSMANSHIP
NOMINATIONS ARE
DUE BY JULY 1, 2016

Please continue to grow our newsletter. With the ASDCA
BOD minutes and AGM Minutes now being published on
the website, www.asdca.org, there is more room for your
submissions, photos and articles.
As always, thank you for your submissions!

Inserts included in this issue of the Anatolian Times
•A Hisar Shield Nomination Form
•Two Separate 2016 ASDCA National Specialty T-shirt Order Forms
•A 2016 National Specialty Banquet Form
•A 2016 National Specialty Trophy Donation Form
•ASDCA Website Logon Information for Members Only Section
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Dear Fellow Club Members:
By now some of you have said goodbye to Old-Man Winter and are welcoming summer and the joys of summer. Where we are located,
the weather has been a little less consistent with summer and facing frost warnings in May. This has been good for most parasites, but
it is sending mixed messages to fleas, ticks and other insects that can impact your dogs. I bring this to your attention because tickborne diseases have become almost epidemic in the United States and if you live in, travel to or from or know a dog that travels to and
from an area of the country faced with tick-borne diseases it is to your advantage to learn as much as you can about them. The Canine
Health Foundation and the AKC have both taken on tick-borne illnesses in an effort to reduce infection, research cures and treatments
and prevent transmission. Please take a moment to visit http://vetvine.com/article/274/akcchf-tick-borne-diseases-event and
www.akc.org for significant resources on ticks and tick-borne diseases.
The ASDCA has several upcoming events, to include several supported entries, a regional specialty and several judge’s seminars. Please
refer to the Upcoming Events page in this issue of the Times for the details and contact information. We hope that there is at least one
event that might be in your area and you can attend. Of course, the biggest event of the year is starting to really come together. The
2016 ASDCA National Specialty will be held in Pleasanton, CA the weekend of October 21-23, 2016. Our show chair this year is Carol
White. She can be reached at luvmyanatolians@yahoo.com. Again, this year the National Specialty will include an educational
component. Member Julie Sandoval will be hosting a seminar/workshop on the sport of Nosework. This is a sport that allows people to
compete regardless of their success in the conformation ring. If you are interested in something new and different with your Anatolian,
this would be well worth attending. More information pertaining to the National Specialty can be found in this issue!
It is an election year. The Secretary has sent out the Notice of Elections, as required by the By-Laws. All Individual and Household
Members in good standing should have received your packet to include the nominees. If you have not received your Election Notice,
please contact Sally immediately.
The Code of Ethics Surveys are complete. A summary of the results is presented under the Report of the Secretary in this issue of the
Times. Details were provided to the COE Violation Committee to consider and include in any potential guideline revisions.
Health Committee Guidelines have been written and approved by the BOD. They are currently available on the ASDCA website at
http://www.asdca.org/2016/Health%20Committee%20Guidelines_Final_012416.pdf. It remains one of the BOD’s goals to make the
health status of the Anatolian Shepherd Dog a priority. We are still not plagued by so many of the illnesses that other breeds suffer
from and we hope that through dialogue and education that remains the case for the years to come. The resignation of Dr. Nina Ward
as the health committee chair was accepted and committee member, Janet Dotson was appointed as the current chair. Thank you
Nina for your service and welcome Janet to the position. Nina has remained on the committee as a member. This appears to be a WIN
WIN for our members!
The Anatolian Times continues to evolve. At the January BOD meeting, the ASDCA BOD voted to publish the BOD minutes, associated
reports, AGM Minutes and associated reports on the ASDCA website under the Member’s Only Section. To ACCESS THIS SECTION GO
TO: http://www.asdca.org/members.html. Only current members in good standing will have access to the username and password.
Please see the enclosed insert for your current login information. This will allow you access to the BOD minutes and reports, faster than
you would receive them in the Times. You can access them from any computer or smartphone, making information more readily
available to you. Further, this will free up space in the Times for more educational articles as well as reduce our printing costs.
This year the ASDCA is going to produce a Calendar for purchase for the 2017 Calendar year. Photo submission information and order
information is included in this issue. Thank you to Erin Tallon-Carr and Paula Suhajda for taking this project on and having fun with it.
Don’t forget this is the Inaugural year of the ASDCA/AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award. The guidelines for nominations are on the
ASDCA website under downloadable forms and the nomination form can be found at:
http://www.asdca.org/downloadablepdfs/Outstanding%20Sportsmanship%20Award%20Nomination%20Form_100715_Final.pdf.
Nominations are due to the Secretary, Sally Angelucci, buy July 1, 2016. The Club is currently accepting nominations for the Annual
Service Dog awards. Please send your nominations to Gary Jakobi by July 1, 2016. The form can be found on the ASDCA website and
was inserted into the last issue of the Times. Also, we are now accepting Hisar Shield Nominations. Please send your Hisar Shield
Nominations to Erin Tallon-Carr by the August 1, 2016 deadline. The nomination form is included with this issue and on the ASDCA
website. Diane Calabro had to resign from the BOD for personal reasons. The BOD has appointed Jan Fox to fulfill the remainder of
Diane's term. Welcome, Jan!
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Have a safe summer! Good luck at all of the upcoming events and I look forward to seeing everyone in October!
Kindest regards,

From the Archives…
Two and Three-Peats
Winning the ASDCA National Specialty is part of breed history. There are a few select dogs that have done it more than one time. They
are so few, I am taking a moment to reflect on these dogs that earned the title at least twice. Let’s celebrate their historical
achievements. (Dogs depicted below from left to right. Titles listed only represent AKC titles at time of win(s), subsequent titles not
included.)
1985 and 1986
Hisar Kafur
1990 and 1991
Sakarya’s Sahmerdan II
1994, 1995 and 1996
Sakarya’s Altin Kilij
2001 and 2006
CH Aegean’s Kokkino Piperi (2006 win from the Veteran Class)
2003 and 2005
CH Night Watch’s Steel Magnolia
2012 and 2013
GCH CH Birinci’s Pied Piper Goes Full Circle
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Dogs Help Protect Livestock Against Predators
Posted by Travis Kocurek, APHIS Public Affairs, on May 19, 2015 at 2:00 PM

Working dogs like these two livestock protection dogs help drive off predators
such as wolves, bears, and coyotes, and offer sheep ranchers an alternative
reducing livestock losses.

Protectors

Working dogs

to

USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service is helping to provide livestock
producers in the western United States with livestock guard dogs that offer greater
protection against predators.

Generally large and white with shaggy hair, livestock protection dogs are trained to respond aggressively to
predators such as wolves, bears, and coyotes. Guard dogs are often used in the sheep industry as a method of
non-lethal predator management because of their perceived effectiveness and low cost to producers. According
to a 2010 American Sheep Industry survey, guard dog use is only second to shed lambing at effectively reducing
depredation. Shed lambing, that is, raising lambs exclusively indoors, however is more than 9 times the annual
cost of using a dog for lamb protection. Owing to the low cost of using livestock protection dogs, they are
extremely valuable to the sheep industry. According to Michael Marlow, resource management specialist for
APHIS’ Wildlife Services program, many producers are certain they’d be out of business without them.
Julie Hansmire, who has used and bred livestock protection dogs for several years, agrees. “Without the help
of these protection dogs, sheep producers would find it extremely challenging to protect their flocks 24 hours a
day,” she adds.
Because the dogs live permanently with the sheep, they also give producers the peace of mind to temporarily
focus their attention elsewhere. This level of comfort owes to the fact that the dogs are very good at what
10
10
10

they are trained to do. In fact, according to the same 2010 American Sheep Industry survey, 90% of survey
respondents who utilize guard dogs reported an average decrease of 62% in sheep depredation after starting to
use them.
Despite these positive figures, producers have noticed that in areas where pressures from larger predators such
as grizzly bears and wolves have increased, traditional dog breeds may not be able to meet the challenge. Dr.
Julie Young at APHIS’ Predator Research Facility in Logan, UT, is researching the efficacy of using larger
European dog breeds to protect sheep against these larger predators. Although more data is needed, some of the
larger breeds used in this study may prove to be an effective alternative to the livestock protection dog breeds
used more commonly today.
Visit our website for more information on WS’ use of livestock protection dogs as a part of its Integrated
Wildlife Damage Management approach.

Can you spot the dog at work?
Because they live with the flocks, these working dogs are always on the job watching over their flocks.
Digital Rights and Copyright
Most information presented on the USDA Web site is considered public domain information. Public domain
information may be freely distributed or copied, but use of appropriate byline/photo/image credits is requested.
Attribution may be cited as follows: “U. S. Department of Agriculture.” Reprinted with permission.
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HEALTH CORNER

The Ins and Outs of Pedigree
Analysis, Genetic Diversity, and
Genetic Disease Control

been transmitted by your dog’s ancestors, the better you
can prioritize your breeding goals. Tens of thousands
of genes interact to produce a single dog. All genes
are inherited in pairs, one pair from the father and one
from the mother. If the pair of inherited genes from
both parents is identical, the pair is called homozygous.
If the genes in the pair are not alike, the pair is called
heterozygous. Fortunately, the gene pairs that make
a dog a dog and not a cat are always homozygous.
Similarly, the gene pairs that make a certain breed
always breed true are also homozygous. . Therefore,
a large proportion of homozygous non-variable pairs
- those that give a breed its specific standard - exist
within each breed. It is the variable gene pairs, like
those that control color, size and angulation, that
produce variations within a breed.

by Jerold S. Bell, D.V.M.
(This is an updated version of an article that originally
appeared in the American Kennel Club Gazette in
September 1992 entitled, “Getting What You Want
From Your Breeding Program.” It is reprinted with
the permission of Dr. Bell.)
IT’S ALL IN THE GENES
As dog breeders, we engage in genetic “experiments”
each time we plan a mating. The type of mating selected
should coincide with your goals. To some breeders,
determining which traits will appear in the offspring
of a mating is like rolling the dice ‑ a combination of
luck and chance. For others, producing certain traits
involves more skill than luck ‑ the result of careful
study and planning. As breeders, we must understand
how we manipulate genes within our breeding stock
to produce the kinds of dogs we want. We have to
first understand dogs as a species, then dogs as genetic
individuals.

BREEDING BY PEDIGREE
Outbreeding brings together two dogs less related
than the average for the breed. This promotes more
heterozygosity, and gene diversity within each dog
by matching pairs of unrelated genes from different
ancestors. Outbreeding can also mask the expression
of recessive genes, and allow their propagation in the
carrier state.

The species, Canis familiaris, includes all breeds
of the domestic dog. Although we can argue that
there is little similarity between a Chihuahua and a
Saint Bernard, or that established breeds are separate
entities among themselves, they all are genetically
the same species. While a mating within a breed
may be considered outbred, it still must be viewed as
part of the whole genetic picture: a mating within an
isolated, closely related, interbred population. Each
breed was developed by close breeding and inbreeding
among a small group of founding canine ancestors,
either through a long period of genetic selection or by
intensely inbreeding a smaller number of generations.
The process established the breed’s characteristics and
made the dogs in it breed true.
When evaluating your breeding program, remember
that most traits you’re seeking cannot be changed,
fixed or created in a single generation. The more
information you can obtain on how certain traits have
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Most outbreeding tends to produce more variation
within a litter. An exception would be if the parents are
so dissimilar that they create a uniformity of
heterozygosity. This is what usually occurs in a
mismating between two breeds. The resultant litter
tends to be uniform, but demonstrates “half‑way
points” between the dissimilar traits of the parents.
Such litters may be phenotypically uniform, but will
rarely breed true due to the mix of dissimilar genes.

A reason to outbreed would be to bring in new traits
that your breeding stock does not possess. While the
parents may be genetically dissimilar, you should
choose a mate that corrects your dog’s faults but
phenotypically complements your dog’s good traits.

is important, but careful selection of puppies from the
resultant litter is also important to fulfill your genetic
goals. Without this, you are reducing your chances of
concentrating the genes of the linebred ancestor.
Increasing an individual’s homozygosity through
linebreeding may not, however, reproduce an outbred
ancestor. If an ancestor is outbred and generally
heterozygous (Aa), increasing homozygosity will
produce more AA and aa. The way to reproduce an
outbred ancestor is to mate two individuals that mimic
the appearance and pedigree of the ancestor’s parents.

It is not unusual to produce an excellent quality dog from
an outbred litter. The abundance of genetic variability
can place all the right pieces in one individual. Many
top‑winning show dogs are outbred. Consequently,
however, they may have low inbreeding coefficients
and may lack the ability to uniformly pass on their good
traits to their offspring. After an outbreeding, breeders
may want to breed back to dogs related to their original
stock, to increase homozygosity and attempt to solidify
newly acquired traits.

Inbreeding significantly increases homozygosity, and
therefore uniformity in litters. Inbreeding can increase
the expression of both beneficial and detrimental
recessive genes through pairing up. If a recessive gene
(a) is rare in the population, it will almost always be
masked by a dominant gene (A). Through inbreeding,
a rare recessive gene (a) can be passed from a
heterozygous (Aa) common ancestor through both the
sire and dam, creating a homozygous recessive (aa)
offspring. Inbreeding does not create undesirable
genes, it simply increases the expression of those
that are already present in a heterozygous state.

Linebreeding attempts to concentrate the genes of a
specific ancestor or ancestors through their appearance
multiple times in a pedigree. The ancestor should
appear behind more than one offspring. If an ancestor
always appears behind the same offspring, you are
only linebreeding on the approximately 50 percent of
the genes passed to the offspring and not the ancestor
itself.
It is better for linebred ancestors to appear on
both the sire’s and the dam’s sides of the pedigree. That
way their genes have a better chance of pairing back up
in the resultant pups. Genes from common ancestors
have a greater chance of expression when paired with
each other than when paired with genes from other
individuals, which may mask or alter their effects.
A linebreeding may produce a puppy with magnificent
qualities, but if those qualities are not present in any
of the ancestors the pup has been linebred on, it may
not breed true. Therefore, careful selection of mates
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Inbreeding can exacerbate a tendency toward disorders
controlled by multiple genes, such as hip dysplasia and
congenital heart anomalies. Unless you have prior
knowledge of what milder linebreedings on the common
ancestors have produced, inbreeding may expose your
puppies (and puppy buyers) to extraordinary risk of
genetic defects. Research has shown that inbreeding
depression, or diminished health and viability through
inbreeding is directly related to the amount of
detrimental recessive genes present. Some lines thrive
with inbreeding, and some do not.

HEALTH CORNER (CONT’D.)
ancestors in extended generations.
PEDIGREE ANALYSIS

The process of calculating coefficients is too complex
to present here. Several books that include how to
compute coefficients are indicated at the end of this
article; some computerized canine pedigree programs
also compute coefficients. The analyses in this article
were performed using CompuPed, by RCI Software.

Geneticists’ and breeders’ definitions of inbreeding vary.
A geneticist views inbreeding as a measurable number
that goes up whenever there is a common ancestor
between the sire’s and dam’s sides of the pedigree; a
breeder considers inbreeding to be close inbreeding,
such as father‑to‑daughter or brother‑to‑sister matings.
A common ancestor, even in the eighth generation, will
increase the measurable amount of inbreeding in the
pedigree.

Pedigree of Gordon Setter Laurel
Hill Braxfield Bilye

( a spayed female owned by Dr. Jerold and Mrs. Candice Bell, and
co-bred by Mary Poos and Laura Bedford.)

The inbreeding coefficient (or Wright’s coefficient) is
an estimate of the percentage of all the variable gene
pairs that are homozygous due to inheritance from
common ancestors. It is also the average chance that
any single gene pair is homozygous due to inheritance
from a common ancestor. In order to determine
whether a particular mating is an outbreeding or
inbreeding relative to your breed, you must determine
the breed’s average inbreeding coefficient. The
average inbreeding coefficient of a breed will vary
depending on the breed’s popularity or the age of its
breeding population. A mating with an inbreeding
coefficient of 14 percent based on a ten generation
pedigree, would be considered moderate inbreeding
for a Labrador Retriever (a popular breed with a
low average inbreeding coefficient), but would be
considered outbred for an Irish Water Spaniel (a rare
breed with a higher average inbreeding coefficient).
For the calculated inbreeding coefficient of a pedigree
to be accurate, it must be based on several generations.
Inbreeding in the fifth and later generations (background
inbreeding) often has a profound effect on the genetic
makeup of the offspring represented by the pedigree.
In studies conducted on dog breeds, the difference
in inbreeding coefficients based on four versus eight
generation pedigrees varied immensely. A four
generation pedigree containing 28 unique ancestors
for 30 positions in the pedigree could generate a low
inbreeding coefficient, while eight generations of the
same pedigree, which contained 212 unique ancestors
out of 510 possible positions, had a considerably higher
inbreeding coefficient. What seemed like an outbred
mix of genes in a couple of generations, appeared
as a linebred concentration of genes from influential
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Dual CH Loch Adair Monarch
CH Sutherland MacDuff
|
CH Sutherland Dunnideer Waltz
CH Sutherland Gallant
| |
CH Afternod Kyle of Sutherland
|
CH Sutherland Pavane
|
CH Sutherland Xenia
CH Loch Adair Foxfire
|
|
Afternod Fidemac
|
|
CH Loch Adair Peer of Sutherland, CD
|
|
|
CH Wee Laurie Adair
|
CH Sutherland Lass of Shambray
|
|
CH Afternod Callant
|
CH Afternod Karma
|
CH Afternod Amber
CH Braxfield Andrew of Aberdeen
|
|
Afternod Fidemac
|
|
Am.Cn.CH Afternod Scot of Blackbay,
|
|
|
CH Afternod Alder
|
|
Am.Cn.CH Forecast Trade Winds, CD
|
|
|
|
Bud O’Field Brookview
|
|
|
CH Oak Lynn’s Bonnie Bridget
|
|
|
Borderland Taupie
|
CH Afternod Ember VI, CD
|
|
CH Afternod Simon
|
|
Afternod Profile of Sark
|
|
|
CH Afternod Heiress of Sark
|
CH Afternod Ember V
|
|
CH Afternod Callant
|
CH Afternod Maud MacKenzie
|
CH Afternod Amber
LAUREL HILL BRAXFIELD BILYE
|
CH Afternod Callant
|
Dual CH Loch Adair Monarch
|
|
Loch Adair Diana of Redchico
|
CH Sutherland MacDuff
|
|
|
CH Afternod Anagram
|
|
CH Sutherland Dunnideer Waltz
|
|
CH Hi‑Laway’s Calopin
|
CH Kendelee Pendragon
|
|
|
CH Afternod Callant
|
|
|
CH Wee Jock Adair, CD
|
|
|
|
Loch Adair Diana of Redchico
|
|
CH Afternod Nighean Kendelee
|
|
|
CH Afternod Simon
|
|
CH Afternod Wendee
|
|
Afternod Dee of Aberdeen
CH Halcyon Belle‑Amie
|
Dual CH Loch Adair Monarch
|
CH Sutherland MacDuff
|
|
CH Sutherland Dunnideer Waltz
|
CH Sutherland Gallant
| | |
CH Afternod Kyle of Sutherland
|
|
CH Sutherland Pavane

|
|
CH Sutherland Xenia
CH Loch Adair Firefly, WD
|
Afternod Fidemac
|
CH Loch Adair Peer of Sutherland, CD
|
|
CH Wee Laurie Adair
CH Sutherland Lass of Shambray
|
CH Afternod Callant
CH Afternod Karma
CH Afternod Amber

To visualize some of these concepts, please refer to the
above pedigree. Linebred ancestors in this pedigree are in color, to help visualize their contribution. The paternal
grandsire, CH Loch Adair Foxfire, and the maternal grandam, CH Loch Adair Firefly WD, are full siblings,
making this a first‑cousin mating. The inbreeding coefficient for a first cousin mating is 6.25%, which is considered
a mild level of inbreeding. Lists of inbreeding coefficients based on different types of matings are shown in the
accompanying table.
In Bilye’s pedigree, an inbreeding coefficient based on four generations computes to 7.81%. This is not significantly
different from the estimate based on the first‑cousin mating alone. Inbreeding coefficients based on increasing
numbers of generations are as follows: five generations, 13.34%; six generations, 18.19%; seven generations,
22.78%; eight generations, 24.01%; ten generations, 28.63%; and twelve generations, 30.81%. The inbreeding
coefficient of 30.81 percent is more than what you would find in a parent‑to‑offspring mating (25%). As you
can see, the background inbreeding has far more influence on the total inbreeding coefficient than the
first‑cousin mating, which only appears to be its strongest influence.
Knowledge of the degree of inbreeding in a pedigree does not necessarily help you unless you know whose
genes are being concentrated. The percent blood coefficient measures the relatedness between an ancestor and
the individual represented by the pedigree. It estimates the probable percentage of genes passed down from a
common ancestor. We know that a parent passes on an average of 50% of its genes, while a grandparent passes
on 25%, a great‑grandparent 12.5%, and so on. For every time the ancestor appears in the pedigree, its percentage
of passed‑on genes can be added up and its “percentage of blood” estimated.
In many breeds, an influential individual may not appear until later generations, but then will appear
so many times that it necessarily contributes a large proportion of genes to the pedigree. This can occur
in breeds, due either prolific ancestors (usually stud dogs), or a small population of dogs originating the breed.
Based on a twenty-five generation pedigree of Bilye, there are only 852 unique ancestors who appear a total of
over twenty-million times.

Pedigree Analysis of Laurel Hill Braxfield Bilye
(computed to 25 generations)

1st Generation
Linebred
			
Percentage
of appearance
# times in
		
of Blood
in pedigree
pedigree
Ancestors
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑---------------------------‑‑‑
CH Afternod Drambuie
33.20%
6
33
CH Afternod Sue
27.05%
7
61
CH Afternod Callant
26.56%
5
13
15
Grand-Parents			
25.00%		
2		
1

HEALTH CORNER (cont’d.)
CH Sutherland Gallant
CH Sutherland MacDuff
CH Sutherland Lass of Shambray
CH Wilson’s Corrie, C.D.
		
CH Afternod Buchanon
Loch Adair Diana of Redchico
CH EEGs Scotia Nodrog Rettes
Afternod Ember of Gordon Hill
CH Afternod Hickory
CH Black Rogue of Serlway		
CH Afternod Woodbine
CH Fasts Falcon of Windy Hill
Afternod Fidemac
CH Page’s MacDonegal II
Afternod Hedera
CH Downside Bonnie of Serlway
Peter of Crombie
Great-Grand-Parents		
CH Afternod Amber			
Ben of Crombie			
Stylish William			
Stylish Billie				
Stylish Ranger				
CH Afternod Kate			
Heather Grouse			
Afternod Hedemac			

25.00%
25.00%
25.00%
22.30%
20.22%
17.97%
17.76%		
17.14%
16.21%
15.72%		
14.45%
13.82%		
13.67%
13.43%
13.38%
12.90%
12.76%
12.50%		
12.50%		
11.83%		
11.18%		
11.08%		
10.80%		
10.74%		
10.61%		
10.45%		

3
3
3
7
7
5
8		
8
6
9		
6
8		
5
7
7		
10
11
3		
5		
11
13
14
15
6
16
7

2
3
2
200
48
12
181
76
27
480
15
66
7
56
56
708
3,887
1
5
7,584
23,764
70,542
297,331
17
1,129,656
28

The above analysis shows the ancestral contribution of the linebred ancestors in Bilye’s pedigree. Those dogs in
color were present in the five-generation pedigree. CH Afternod Drambuie has the highest genetic contribution
of all of the linebred ancestors. He appears 33 times between the sixth and eighth generations. One appearance
in the sixth generation contributes 1.56% of the genes to the pedigree. His total contribution is 33.2% of Bilye’s
genes, second only to the parents. Therefore, in this pedigree, the most influential ancestor doesn’t even
appear in the five-generation pedigree. His dam, CH Afternod Sue, appears 61 times between the seventh and
tenth generations, and contributes more genes to the pedigree than a grandparent.
Foundation dogs that formed the Gordon Setter breed also play a great role in the genetic makeup of today’s dogs.
Heather Grouse appears over one million times between the sixteenth and twenty-fifth generations, and almost
doubles those appearances beyond the twenty-fifth generation. He contributes over ten percent of the genes to
Bilye’s pedigree. This example shows that the depth of the pedigree is very important in estimating the genetic
makeup of an individual. Any detrimental recessive genes carried by Heather Grouse or other founding dogs,
would be expected to be widespread in the breed.
BREEDING BY APPEARANCE
Many breeders plan matings solely on the appearance of a dog and not on its pedigree or the relatedness of the
16
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prospective parents. This is called assortative mating. Breeders use positive assortative matings (like‑to‑like) to
solidify traits, and negative assortative matings (like‑to‑unlike) when they wish to correct traits or bring in traits
their breeding stock may lack.
Some individuals may share desirable characteristics, but they inherit them differently. This is especially true of
polygenic traits, such as ear set, bite, or length of forearm. Breeding two phenotypically similar but genotypically
unrelated dogs together would not necessarily reproduce these traits. Conversely, each individual with the same
pedigree will not necessarily look or breed alike.
Breedings should not be planned solely on the basis of the pedigree or appearance alone. Matings should be based
on a combination of appearance and ancestry. If you are trying to solidify a certain trait ‑ like topline ‑ and it is
one you can observe in the parents and the linebred ancestors of two related dogs, then you can be more confident
that you will attain your goal.

GENETIC DIVERSITY
Some breed clubs advocate codes of ethics that discourage linebreeding or inbreeding, as an attempt to increase
breed genetic diversity. The types of matings utilized do not cause the loss of genes from a breed gene pool.
It occurs through selection; the use and non-use of offspring. If some breeders linebreed to certain dogs
that they favor, and others linebreed to other dogs that they favor, then breed-wide genetic diversity is
maintained.
In a theoretical mating with four offspring, we are dealing with four gene pairs. The sire is homozygous at 50% of
his gene pairs (two out of four), while the dam is homozygous at 75% of her gene pairs. It is reasonable to assume
that she is more inbred than the sire.
A basic tenet of population genetics is that gene
frequencies do not change from the parental generation
to the offspring. This will occur regardless of the
homozygosity or heterozygosity of the parents, or
whether the mating is an outbreeding, linebreeding, or
inbreeding. This is the nature of genetic recombination.
There is a lack of gene diversity at the first (olive)
gene pair, so that only one type of gene combination
can be produced: homozygous olive. As the sire is
homozygous lime at the third gene pair, and the dam
is homozygous blue, all offspring will be heterozygous
at the third gene pair. Depending on the dominant or
recessive nature of the blue or lime genes, all offspring
will appear the same for this trait due to a uniformity of heterozygosity.
If offspring D is used as a prolific breeder, and none of the other offspring are bred to a great extent, gene frequencies
in the breed will change. As dog D lacks the orange gene in the second pair and the purple gene in the fourth
pair, the frequencies of these genes will diminish in the breed. They will be replaced by higher frequencies of the
red and pink genes. This shifts the gene pool, and the breed’s genetic diversity. Of course, dogs have more than
four gene pairs, and the overuse of dog D to the exception of others can affect the gene frequency of thousands of
17

HEALTH CORNER (cont’d.)
genes. Again, it is selection (for example of dog D to
the exception of others), and not the types of matings
he is involved in that alters gene frequencies.

has been shown that some inbred strains of animals
thrive generation after generation, while others fail to
thrive. If there is no diversity (non-variable gene pairs
for a breed) but the homozygote is not detrimental,
there is no effect on breed health. The characteristics
that make a breed reproduce true to its standard are
based on non-variable gene pairs. A genetic health
problem arises for a breed when a detrimental allele
increases in frequency and homozygosity.

Breeders should select the best individuals from
all kennel lines, so as to not create new genetic
bottlenecks. There is a tendency for many breeders to
breed to a male; who produced no epileptics in matings
to several epileptic dams, to an OFA excellent stud, or
to the top winning dog in the show ring. Regardless of
the popularity of the breed, if everyone is breeding to a
single studdog, (the popular sire syndrome) the gene
pool will drift in that dog’s direction and there will be
a loss of genetic diversity. Too much breeding to one
dog will give the gene pool an extraordinary dose of
his genes, and also whatever detrimental recessives he
may carry, to be uncovered in later generations. This
can cause future breed related genetic disease through
the founders effect.

GENETIC CONSERVATION
The perceived problem of a limited gene pool has
caused some breeds to advocate outbreeding of all dogs.
Studies in genetic conservation and rare breeds have
shown that this practice actually contributes to the loss
of genetic diversity. By uniformly crossing all “lines”
in a breed, you eliminate the differences between them,
and therefore the diversity between individuals. This
practice in livestock breeding has significantly reduced
diversity, and caused the loss of unique rare breeds.
The process of maintaining healthy “lines” or families
of dogs, with many breeders crossing between lines
and breeding back as they see fit maintains diversity in
the gene pool. It is the varied opinion of breeders as
to what constitutes the ideal dog, and their selection of
breeding stock that maintains breed diversity.

Dogs who are poor examples of the breed should not
be used simply to maintain diversity. Related dogs
with desirable qualities will maintain diversity, and
improve the breed. Breeders should concentrate on
selecting toward a breed standard, based on the ideal
temperament, performance, and conformation, and
should select against the significant breed related health
issues. Using progeny and sib-based information to
select against both polygenic disorders and those
without a known mode of inheritance will allow greater
control.

The Doberman Pincher breed is large, and genetically
diverse.
The breed has a problem with von
Willibrand’s disease, an autosomal recessive bleeding
disorder. Based on genetic testing, the frequency of
the defective gene is 52.5% (23% normal, 49% carriers
and 28% affected). Therefore, there is diminished
genetic diversity in this breed at the von Willibrand’s
locus. Doberman Pincher breeders can identify carrier
and affected dogs, and decrease the defective gene
frequency through selection of normal-testing offspring
for breeding. By not just eliminating carriers, but
replacing them with normal-testing offspring, genetic
diversity will be conserved.

Rare breeds with small gene pools have concerns
about genetic diversity. What constitutes acceptable
diversity versus too restricted diversity? The problems
with genetic diversity in purebred populations concern
the fixing of deleterious recessive genes, which when
homozygous cause impaired health. Lethal recessives
place a drain on the gene pool either prenatally, or
before reproductive age. They can manifest themselves
through smaller litter size, or neonatal death. Other
deleterious recessives cause disease, while not affecting
reproduction.
Problems with a lack of genetic diversity arise at the
gene locus level. There is no specific level or percentage
of inbreeding that causes impaired health or vigor. It
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Dalmatians have a defective autosomal recessive purine
metabolism gene that can cause urate bladder stones
and crystals, and/or a skin disorder called Dalmatian
Bronzing Syndrome. All Dalmatians are homozygous
recessive for the defective gene. At one time, the breed
and the AKC approved a crossbreeding program to a

single Pointer, to bring the normal-purine metabolism
genes into the gene pool. The program was abandoned
by the National club for several reasons including;
concern about the impact of other Pointer genes foreign
to the Dalmatian gene pool, and unacceptable spotting
patterns in the crossbreds. The crossbreeding program
still exists, and greater than twelve generations from
pure Pointer influence is producing properly spotted,
normal-purine Dalmatians. Now that these dogs are
registered as pure-bred Dalmatians world-wide, the
breed will have to be concerned about popular sire
effects and limited diversity from using the normalpurine dogs too extensively.

(AA) individuals. Desirable recessive traits can be
fixed in one generation because individuals that show
such characteristics are homozygous for the recessive
genes. Dogs that breed true for numerous matings
and generations should be preferentially selected for
breeding stock. This prepotency is due to homozygosity
of dominant (AA) and recessive (aa) genes.
If you linebreed and are not happy with what you
have produced, breeding to a less related line
immediately creates an outbred line and brings in
new traits. Repeated outbreeding to attempt to
dilute detrimental recessive genes is not a desirable
method of genetic disease control. Recessive genes
cannot be diluted; they are either present or not.
Outbreeding carriers multiples and further spreads
the defective gene(s) in the gene pool. If a dog is a
known carrier or has high carrier risk through pedigree
analysis, it can be retired from breeding, and replaced
with one or two quality offspring. Those offspring
should be bred, and replaced with quality offspring of
their own, with the hope of losing the defective gene.

The Akita has several breed-related autoimmune
disorders that although infrequent, occur at
frequencies greater than other breeds. These include
uveodermatological syndrome, pemphigus, sebaceous
adenitis, juvenile arthritis, myasthenia gravis, and
autoimmune thyroiditis. Research has shown that
there is a lack of diversity at a major histocompatability
gene in the breed, with a single allele occurring at a
very high frequency. The major histocompatability
complex is integral to a properly functioning immune
system. The relationship of this lack of diversity to
autoimmunity is being studied.

Trying to develop your breeding program scientifically
can be an arduous, but rewarding, endeavor. By taking
the time to understand the types of breeding schemes
available, you can concentrate on your goals towards
producing a better dog.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

This article can be reprinted with the permission of Dr.
Bell (jerold.bell@tufts.edu).

Decisions to linebreed, inbreed or outbreed should
be made based on the knowledge of an individual
dog’s traits and those of its ancestors. Inbreeding will
quickly identify the good and bad recessive genes the
parents share in the offspring. Unless you have prior
knowledge of what the pups of milder linebreedings on
the common ancestors were like, you may be exposing
your puppies (and puppy buyers) to extraordinary risk
of genetic defects. In your matings, the inbreeding
coefficient should only increase because you are
specifically linebreeding (increasing the percentage of
blood) to selected ancestors.
Don’t set too many goals in each generation, or your
selective pressure for each goal will necessarily become
weaker. Genetically complex or dominant traits should
be addressed early in a long‑range breeding plan, as
they may take several generations to fix. Traits with
major dominant genes become fixed more slowly, as
the heterozygous (Aa) individuals in a breed will not be
readily differentiated from the homozygous‑dominant
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Legislative corner
blame her. Help in the past has meant dozens of rescuers
show up at your house with hammers, declare a disaster
and an emergency, beat you over the head with the
hammer, then take all of your dogs, spay and neuter a
lifetime of dogs bred to continue a bloodline, leave you
with nothing but harsh words and nasty judgements, beat
you again, then leave you in a puddle wondering what
happened to a lifetime of work and dedication to a breed
you loved. Adding insult to injury these rescuers then
expect you to be grateful for all they have done to save
your precious puppies. And they get pats on the back for
performing another rescue of puppy mill dogs. Then they
make a lot of money selling your dogs. It’s an ingenious
business model – puppies and dogs acquired for free and
sold for an amazing profit that benefits the rescue not the
breeder. The people who steal the dogs and the people
who buy them all go off feeling good about themselves
for saving all those poor dogs. Never mind the destruction
of a human being. I’ve witnessed this kind of help for
breeders, and it is no wonder we are reluctant to tell
anyone when we think we’re in trouble. Most of us try to
handle it discretely, and within our own social and family
network.

BECOMING
By Jacquelyn Fogel
Reprint permission has been granted to ASDCA

First Ever AKC Breeder Intervention
and Rescue
In September of this year the AKC, for the first time ever,
coordinated an Intervention/Rescue for an AKC dog
breeder. This breeder was not a commercial or backyard
breeder. She had produced multiple champion and group
winning dogs, and had been breeding her bloodline for
more than 40 years. She lived alone with her dogs, and
suddenly found herself facing some very serious health
issues. People were beginning to “talk” and the gossip
trees were lighting up across the internet. Fortunately, the
first people to notice the increase in internet chatter were
the good guys in two organizations that work to preserve
the right to breed and own animals, not the Animal Activist
groups like the SPCA, HSUS or Best Friends Rescue who
want all breeders to go away.
The two organizations that noticed the increasing internet
gossip were National Animal Interest Alliance (NAIA),
and Support The Harvest in Indiana. NAIA has a long
history with the AKC. Founder Patti Strand was once a
board member, and she remains active with the AKC in
an advisory capacity. She is also a Dalmatian Breeder of
Merit. The other organization works with farmers and
ranchers across the country to encourage positive animal
and farm legislation and media coverage, and to prevent
legislation that hurts farmers and ultimately consumers
(think about the cost of eliminating all battery cages in
the egg-producing industry, or farrowing pens in the pork
industry – both issues pushed by the Animal Activists and
people who know little about agriculture or how to raise
animals).

This time the breeder found out there was an AKC person,
not a rescue or shelter who could provide her help, and
she asked for assistance. Within hours the cavalry was
rounded up, and help was on its way. This is the rest of the
story – one you may find hard to believe, but one to which
you should pay close attention in case you or someone you
know gets in a predicament like this. The breeder will have
to pay a hefty fine, and most of her dogs are gone. But she
does not have to stop breeding entirely, and she got to keep
some intact dogs. The AKC will be monitoring her case
carefully so she won’t need this kind of help again.

Unbeknownst to me and most people I know, the AKC
has had an internal program that has hired a Senior
Breeder Field Representative to work with commercial
breeders. I don’t know if there are Junior Breeder Field
Representatives, but I know for sure, if I ever need help,
the AKC Senior Breeder Field Representative, Stacy
Mason, is the person I want to show up on my doorstep
before any self-righteous, uneducated do-gooder who only
wants to save the puppies. Stacy is an angel, and I am
going to explain why I think that.
The breeder whose health was failing knew she needed
help, but she was reluctant to call for it. And who could
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As she drove to Illinois, Stacy spent hours on the phone
lining up the support she would need. She called me to
ask if I would be able to find a place to temporarily house
the dogs. When I found out there were 54 dogs, I got on
the phone with four other boarding kennel owners in the
area to find out if any had space for the dogs. This was
the week before Labor Day, so finding kennels generous
enough to lease us space at a reduced fee was a challenge.
Two other kennels and my own provided enough space
for all of the dogs. Because my kennel is in a different
state, all dogs had to be health checked, brought up to date
with rabies vaccines, and issued health certificates. Marcy
Bankus’ kennel in Illinois contacted their veterinarian who
met the team on site, and in about 8 hours all paperwork
was completed and the dogs were sent to kennels. Kent
Meyer’s kennel also took 2 cats along with the dogs,

and he even transported dogs as he travelled to shows in
the east. All of the dogs were already microchipped, so
identification was not a problem.

– commercial and hobby – have a common enemy. The
kennel owners – all AKC terrier breeders – understood that
without their help temporarily housing the dogs, all of us
would suffer consequences. Norwegian Elkhound Rescues
stepped up even though there was dissension among the
ranks about why that particular breeder should be helped.
AKC recognized the threat early enough to send in their
Senior Breeder representative, Stacy, to coordinate the
process. NAIA and Protect The Harvest were the sentinels
who passed critical information to the AKC in time to
make a difference, and local pet stores donated supplies
because they support breeders, in general. Keep Your
Pets, Inc gave us a non-profit vehicle to collect donations
and pay for services we needed to care for the dogs. We
worked together as a unified team, and we got a job done.

Stacy’s next issue was finding people who would volunteer
to come onto the site and clean it up to pass inspection.
Stacy found three families of Amish breeders to pick up
in Indiana, and these families went with her to the site.
Within 48 hours the kennels and the house were cleaned
tidied, painted and fixed up. Old kennels were torn
down, and newer ones constructed. Two pet stores in the
Chicago area donated thousands of dollars of equipment
and supplies to help the breeder. Stacy arrived at the site
on Wednesday, and by Saturday – the day the Animal
Activists arrived to “help”, there was nothing for them to
do. Of course we know that the “help” these people were
offering was going to be a public raid on an AKC Breeder
of Merit “puppy mill” kennel. And make no mistake, the
negative publicity that the raid would have generated
would have had an impact on every AKC breeder in this
country. Animal Activists do not distinguish between good
and bad breeders. In their minds we are all bad, and we
should all be shut down. This was going to be a model for
how to close down an AKC breeder. Instead, the AKC and
Stacy Mason intervened.

As I write this it sounds like everything went smoothly.
It did not. We had a lot of bumps and stumbles along the
way. We were forging a path into territory that had never
before been explored. We’re still analyzing the process and
looking at ways to streamline what we did. But the end
result cannot be denied. We preserved the dignity and way
of life for a human being who happens to be a dog breeder,
and we found great homes for nearly 4 dozen dogs. We
built bridges between groups of people who did not trust
each other, but recognized a common goal.

Our next job in this process was to find homes for all but 9
of the dogs. The AKC has agreed to allow this breeder to
keep 9 dogs, but the rest needed to go to other homes. The
Norwegian Elkhound Club Rescues were contacted, and
immediately began to find homes for the dogs. The breeder
was charged with getting most of the dogs spayed and
neutered, and we found two low-cost spay/neuter clinics
to do the work. To manage the donations and payments
for services, my own non-profit organization, Keep Your
Pets, Inc became a focal point. Ownership of the dogs was
passed to Keep Your Pets, and all scheduling for spays and
neuters was handled by our volunteers. The AKC agreed to
pay for 6 weeks of boarding for dogs needing re-homing,
but after that initial period the care for any dogs that
remained unplaced became the responsibility of Keep Your
Pets. I found two local 4-H groups that agreed to take 4 of
the dogs and all others are going to live with people from
around the country. We still have 6 dogs to place, but we
expect that number to be zero within the next 2 weeks. We
are still getting donations from Elkhound breeders, but we
can use more.
The most remarkable part of this whole story is how
groups of people who normally mistrust each other came
together to help a fellow breeder in trouble. We could
not have avoided the raid if the Amish breeders had
not helped. Their willingness to step in and volunteer
was motivated by their understanding that all breeders

We are all a heart attack or stroke away from needing help
with our dogs. If it happens, we don’t need the animal
activists and their hammers coming in to beat us up and
steal our dogs. We need Stacy Mason with her team of
breeders and pet stores, the AKC, a national breed rescue
to rally their members, a coalition of local boarding
facilities, and Keep Your Pets. We need each other.
I have two follow-up corollaries to the main story. As
fate would have it, the week of the Intervention/Rescue
I had puppy buyers coming to pick up their dogs. I
always register the puppies myself, and as I explained the
procedure I got the usual question about what they would
get for their AKC registration. I told my buyers about
what the AKC had just done to help a fellow breeder, and
my buyers all said, “Hell yes, sign us up! You need an
organization that looks out for its members!” It was the
first time in a puppy sale that I had a really good answer
for why they needed to register their dog with AKC.
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My second story involves my interest in learning more
about the Amish breeders that Stacy brought in. As fate
would have it, the Indiana Council of Animal Welfare
(ICAW) convention was held the last week in October,
and I decided to attend. I went on a tour of 8 kennels,
met dozens of breeders and listened to some top-notch
presentations on breeding better dogs and providing

renting their thrift store to us expressed concerns that in addition
to soiling the property, our dogs would bite people! The pastor
realized after meeting us and our dogs that there was no reason
to worry. Where did dogs get such a bad reputation? Sadly it’s
from the actions of a few irresponsible owners, and we all end
up paying the price. The CGC program developed by the AKC
in 1989 to address this issue can help to protect the rights of dog
owners.

Legislative corner (Cont’d.)
quality veterinary services for breeding dogs – both offered
by AKC Breeders of Merit. The kennels I saw were stateof-the-art facilities run by hard-working people who love
their dogs. Most of the dogs were purebred, most were
offered for sale to pet stores, and surprising to me, many
were pretty nice looking examples of their breeds. All of
my media-fed misconceptions about who these people
were faded quickly when I actually met them.

All dogs, purebred or mixed, may participate in the CGC
program. To obtain a certificate, the owner signs the AKC CGC
Responsible Dog Owners pledge and the dog is evaluated in a
ten part test of the basic skills a well-mannered dog should have.
The rather lengthy pledge can be summarized into two points:
(1) Commit to your dog’s quality of life; and (2) Do not allow
your dog to infringe on the rights of others. The scoring of this
noncompetitive test is pass/fail. In order to pass the evaluation,
every one of the ten test components must be successfully
completed. AKC registered dogs passing the test are eligible to
have the CGC title suffix added to their names.
The CGC test is beginner friendly and a great introduction to the
AKC Companion Events. The performance requirements are
not as stringent as in Traditional Obedience or Rally. However,
you and your dog should be adequately prepared if you expect
to pass. Your dog should be trained to pay attention to you,
ignore distractions, walk on a loose leash, come when called, sit,
down, and stay. You can get this training from basic obedience
or specialized CGC classes. You need to be familiar with all
ten test items, and what is or is not allowable. Each item tests
different skills, but they all require the dog to remain under
control, and not show shyness, aggression, or over exuberance.
Lunging, jumping up, and urinating or defecating in the test area
will result in failure.

Conquer and divide is a workable strategy that the Animal
Activists have been using for years. They want us to be so
busy fighting each other that we forget who our common
enemy is. The Amish prefer to be called Professional
Breeders. I like that, too. All of us who do a good job at
breeding and raising our pure bred dogs are Professionals
– and so are the well-regulated, USDA inspected pet stores
that sell good dogs to the public. There is room for all of us
who do it well. The US public still loves their dogs. AKC
breeders need to understand that the flood of unregulated,
unhealthy, mass-produced retail rescue dogs from hidden
sources does us – and the unsuspecting public - more harm
than all of the well-bred dogs bred commercially in this
country and sold in pet stores owned by local tax-paying
residents.
I encourage all AKC breeders to do the same in-person
research that I have done. The sooner we build bridges
in the right direction with the right people, the better. We
have a lot to offer, and no time to lose. Our way of life and
the future of purebred dogs is at stake.

Item 1 Accepting a Friendly Stranger: The evaluator approaches
to greet the owner and shake hands, while ignoring the dog,
which is in a Sit/Stay. The dog may not initiate contact and the
owner is not allowed to use excessive force to restrain the dog.
This exercise is useful for interacting with those uncomfortable
around dogs. Item 1 flows easily to the Item 2.
Item 2 Sitting Politely for Petting: The evaluator asks “May I
pet your dog?” as the dog is still in the Sit/Stay. At this point
the dog is allowed to move slightly in response to the petting.
This an important skill for therapy dogs, as frail people can be
injured by a rambunctious greeting. Friendly dogs often bust
this one. You can prepare by practicing Sit/Stays. Negative
reinforcement (the removal of something desirable) is helpful
because the dog learns that jumping up causes the person giving
them attention to leave. Beware the person who says “Oh, it’s
OK; I don’t mind if your dog jumps me,” will set back your
training!

Printed in Showsight Magazine
November 2015
Volume 23, Number 4

Companion events liaison

The CGC Test
Submitted by Martha Davis
The purpose of the AKC Canine Good Citizen (CGC) program
is to promote responsible dog ownership, and to ensure that dogs
are well behaved and welcome in the community. Unfortunately
many communities and businesses have increased their
restrictions on dogs. Notice how many of the homes for rent do
not allow pets. When traveling, it’s frustrating to find motels or
parks where you can bring your dog. Recently I was walking
Prince at a botanic garden until a policeman informed us that we
had to leave, even though I carried poop bags and was careful to
avoid the plantings. The host club of a Nosework trial advised
us to keep our dogs on their best behavior because the church
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Item 3 Appearance and Grooming: This demonstrates the dog is
well cared for and will accept grooming. The evaluator brushes
the dog with a tool supplied by the owner and determines
whether the dog is clean, groomed, and healthy. The dog
also must also permit the evaluator to inspect ears and front
paws. Train this item by desensitizing your dog to having
ears and paws handled, as well as keeping grooming a pleasant
experience. Do any necessary grooming prior to the test.

and continuous barking will not pass. The owner can talk to
and encourage the dog, or redirect with attention and obedience
commands. This item can be trained by gradual desensitization
to a variety of stimuli.

Item 4 Out for a Walk: The dog is to walk on a loose leash with
enough slack to form a “j”, and respond the owner’s to changes
in direction. Required are a left turn, right turn, about turn and
halts. Teaching your dog to heel is useful, but the dog does not
have to remain in heel position. Constantly straining on a tight
leash, excessive sniffing, or being inattentive to owner are not
permitted. Train this exercise by never allowing your dog to pull
or drag you anywhere. Anytime your dog pulls, do an about turn
(covering the same ground is boring to your dog), and reward a
slack leash with forward movement.

Item 10 Supervised Separation: The evaluator holds the dog
on leash while the owner goes out of sight for 3 minutes, as a
demonstration that the dog is reliable when left with another
person. You may think you would never leave your dog, but I
got some practical experience with this exercise when Prince’s
leash snap broke during a judge’s education, and Katie Emanuel
held his collar while I ran back to my setup for a spare lead.
During this exercise, the dog may move around some, but not
pull away or show signs of distress or agitation such as barking,
pacing, etc. I get antsy not seeing what my dog is up to, so I’m
glad the owner is not being judged! Your dog will be confident
of your return if briefly disappear, then gradually increase the
time. Often this item is failed because it appears so simple
it is underestimated. You wouldn’t want to get this far in the
evaluation only to not pass the last item.
I would like to encourage everyone to pursue the CGC. This
is especially important for a large powerful breed like our
Anatolian, who is often unfairly held to a higher behavior
standard than a small dog. The program is so useful, that I’ve
put a CGC on every dog I’ve owned as an adult. The skills
have served as a foundation for all the activities I’ve been
involved in with dogs, whether any of the performance events,
conformation, public education, or just family gatherings.
National organizations registering therapy dogs either require the
CGC, or incorporate a version of it in their own tests. A wellmannered dog is a great ambassador, and you’ll find a CGC can
literally “open doors” for you and your dog.

Item 5 Walking Through a Crowd : This demonstrates the dog
can move under control through a public setting like a crowded
side walk or dog show. The crowd consists of at least three
people (some moving, some standing). The dog may show slight
interest in the crowd, but must not strain at the leash to get to
them. The heel command is useful, and you may talk or use the
leave it command to keep your dog’s focus on you.
Item 6 Sit and Down on Command/Staying in Place: This
demonstrates your dog has the basic training to respond to
commands. To pass this exercise, your dog must respond to the
“sit” and “down” commands in a reasonable amount of time
(the evaluator’s discretion). You may give multiple commands
and/or hand signals. Touching to gently guide your dog is
acceptable, but physically forcing into position is not. For the
stay you may choose the position (sit or down). You walk to the
end of a 20’ line and return to your dog. The dog is allowed to
change positions as long as he doesn’t move away from where
he was left.
Item 7 Coming When Called: The owner walks 10’ away from
the dog left in a sit, down, or stand. Since the stay is not judged
in this exercise, the test begins when the owner calls the dog.
The owner may call more than once and encourage the dog, but
many repeated attempts and reeling the dog in are not permitted.
This one of the most important skills to train for your dog’s
safety.
Item 8 Reaction to Another Dog: This demonstrates that the dog
can behave around other dogs. The owner and dog approach a
volunteer with a screened neutral dog. The owners greet each
other, shake hands, and move on. The dogs must show no
more than a casual interest in each other. Whatever the reasonaggression, fear, lack of socialization, or playfulness- lunging
or crossing over to the other dog will fail the test. In a public
setting, a polite dog will ignore strange dogs and respect their
space. Since people shake right hands, if you keep your dog at
your left side (as the volunteer will), there will be two people in
between as a visual block to the neutral dog. The leave it and
attention commands are also useful.
Item 9 Reaction to Distractions: This demonstrates the
dog remains confident when presented with two common
distractions, one sound and one visual. Examples include
a person using medical equipment, opening/closing doors,
dropping an object, and passing joggers, carts, or bicycles. The
dog may be slightly startled or show casual interest, and is
allowed one bark. Extreme reactions such as panic, growling,

Are you a Cynophile?
Cynophiles, otherwise known as dog lovers,
can be spotted everywhere these days, from
shopping malls and offices o your neighborhood and even in your own home. From
simply having a passion for our adorable fourlegged friends to giving a rescued pup a second
chance at life, dog enthusiasts
are remarkable people
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health corner (cont’d)
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health corner (cont.d)
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AKC/EUKANUBA NATIONAL ChampionshiP

ANATOLIAN SHEPHERD DOG
JUDGE: MR. ALBERTO BERRIOS
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX
CH Island Farm's Bonnie
OWNERS: Ronda Gerhardt & Deborah Grunnah
BREEDER: Deborah Grunnah
Sire: GCH CH Carpe Diem's Old School
Dam: CH Sahin's Enya Of Island Farm

BEST OF BREED

GCH CH Lucky Hit Bethany Yaman .
OWNERS: Leslie Ayers/John Gunner
BREEDERS: Erick James Conard/Kim Griffin arcus
Sire: Lucky Hit's Shadow Kasif
Dam: CH Inanna Bethany Bay Of Lucky Hit

BEST OF WINNERS
Full Circle’s Spirit Of Vodun
OWNER: Viki Malone
BREEDERS: Nancy Wargas/Kenneth Wargas
Sire: GCH CH Aegean’s Duke Of Milos
Dam: GCH CH Full Circle’s Erin Ann

SELECT DOG/BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR
GCH CH Islandfarm's Heathrow
OWNERS: Deborah Grunnah & Dr. Jessica Voss
BREEDERS: Jessica Voss/D Grunnah
Sire: Varish Du Val De La Boissiere
Dam: CH Island Farm Lunar Eclipse
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AWARD OF MERIT
GCH CH Horizon’s Samson Of Carpe Diem
OWNERS: Laura Edstrom-Smith & Sheryle Hart
BREEDER: Sheryle Hart
Sire: GCH CH Carpe Diem’s Optimus Prime
Dam: Saricadi

EUKANUBA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP (CONT’D.)
Eukanuba by Leslie Ayers

including my female were visibly uncomfortable on it and
would shy away from the spots the next time through. It
did not make for a smooth run. Luckily the judges were
understanding and tried to give alternate courses for the
dogs affected. For such a lovely venue, it seemed like a
serious oversight not to pay more attention to padding
these areas properly. Nonetheless, I was very proud to have
fin shed Cedar Rise Narit of Ridge Valley on Thursday and
go on to begin her grand champion points on that Friday.

Eukanuba was a bit of a stretch for me. I am one of those
people that likes to stay within driving distance of a show.
I don't like being in a hotel and my dogs prefer to be in the
pasture. But 2015 was a good year for my boy Yaman. He
was beginning to tolerate the show scene and I set a goal of
#1 in the country for my farm boy. I figu ed it was the best
opportunity for him since he was already 6. There were rumors that Eukanuba would be going to the west coast and I
really wanted to experience it while it was in the east. So I
headed out the week before and hit a few shows and visited
with a few dog friends on my way south. Being on the road
and showing dogs for that length of time can be hard so I
decided to really enjoy being unplugged and with my dogs.

For Lucky Hit Bethany Yaman's part, he won a few and lost
a few in the practice rounds preceding Eukanuba. By the
big day, Yaman had fi ally settled in. I had not entered my
female for Eukanuba so for the fi st time in maybe ever, I
was a spectator. Michelle Scott, the handler, did a magical
job of bringing him out. You can see the connection they
have as soon as she takes the lead. For those that have seen
Yaman in the ring, you might know that he sometimes will
refuse to be handled. He has never refused her. I asked
Michelle about this afterwards and she told me that she has
the utmost respect for him and he knows it. She said for
Yaman, it is not about handling him. She wouldn't dare.
She let's him know she is along for the ride. Watching him
move with her in that ring was a joy. It was icing on the
cake that he won breed that day. ~ Leslie

Our hotel was lovely, on the ground fl or, very close to the
show venue, and opened to incredible grounds. The dogs
were welcome on any outdoor area including the covered
restaurants. Th s show is huge and so much a part of the
local economy for that week. Everyone I met, wanted to
know about my dogs. It was a pleasure to take them everywhere with me. I alternated dogs so that each day one
was with me at all meals, at the gym, and of course on the
walks.
Eukanuba is a great venue for seeing the best examples of
each breed. There is so much to do in between as well.
Agility, obedience, and conformation but also things like
dock diving. They constructed a pool and the dogs could
jump in and retrieve. Almost all of the breeds had a Meet
the Breed booth. Thanks to EJ Collins for doing ours and
the owners for bringing the dogs so that the public could
see anatolians fi sthand. Narit and I enjoyed the meeting
and greeting and taking a moment to relax with other anatolian owners.
In all there were 4 days of showing before Eukanuba. It
was a good opportunity for my dogs to get use to the huge
site. The only issue my female had with the ring was that
the blue carpet covered uneven fl oring and some of it gave
a bit and creaked as you walked over it. Many of the dogs,
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Gerlach Ranch Anatolians

Anatolians as they were meant to be-From Ranch to Ring
For More Information contact:
Kathy Gerlach (707) 294-7529 Napa, CA
http://angelfire.com/ca4/gerlach
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Public EDUCATION: Eukanuba Meet the breeds

THANK
YOU!!!!

Meet the Breed held at Eukanuba 2015, Orlando Florida Booth
Set up by EJ Collins and Laura Edstrom-Smith
Volunteers: Rex and Karen Roffler with Kuvvet and Kadir; Nina Ward – Danielle Gilbert
(not a Club member) with Tipper and Indy; Leslie Ayers with Narit; Viki Malone with
Manny; Leslie Halsema (not a Club member) with Johanna (Jo-Jo); Debi Grunnah and
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Ronda Gerhardt with Benny
and Bonnie; and Sandi King with Demi.

Working dogs doing what they do best

Lucky Hit Leydi Behiye AKA “Behiye”
with her goats
Owned by Shawna and Paul Koval

Alaturkay Sakin Ruh AKA “Saki”
Saki with her Kiko goats
Owned by Linda and Michael Curran

Lost Armadillo’s Ve Besa AKA “Ve”
Almost 10 years old …… a happy life
Owned by Kim Gray

Carpe Diem’s Daenerys AKA "Dani"
Always a Lady
Owned by Laura Edstrom-Smith & James D Smith
And Mark Griffith & Lynn Kenny

Gerlach Valoe AKA “Val”
Guarding her baby lambs
Owned by Kathy Gerlach
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GCH CH White Oak Wiesje AKA “Veesha”
With her goats
Owned by Lesley Brabyn

Working dogs doing what they do best

Lucky Hit Divakiz Rondo Alta Turca AKA “Rondo”
Rando in the shade with his sheep
Owned by Leslie Ayers

RBR Kadir Comar AKA “Niko”, Gerlach’s Azime Hazine AKA
“Noel” and Tilsimli’s Lightning Strikes AKA “Star”
Keeping a close eye on things
Owned by Carol and Fernando White
You might be wondering why your working dog picture isn’t
here. Well , If you don’t send your pictures in to me I can’t
include them. There are just a few who keep sending good
pictures in and we just can’t only use their pictures. I will use
only one photo per owner and please send them in with the
info you see here. Name, caption and owner/(s).
Also , Please write an article about your farm or working
ranch include a story about your working Anatolian/(s),
let me know if you’d like help, I will help you write the article.
Send it to me to be published in the Times if approved.
We, the working dog committee, want to represent you and
work towards what is most paramount for the
majority.
So now is your time to speak up and help us help you.

Amerikan Rana AKA “Rana” and Amerikan new pup
Learning how to be a big guardian with Rana and the new sheep
Owned by Diana Martinez

Mystic’s Atakan of Clear Creek AKA “Atakan”
Just watching over his goats
Owned by Brandi R. Lambert

Lucky Star’s Fiona AKA “ Fiona”
Her kids favorite toy….Fiona
Owned by Judi Hoy
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working dogs

Wolf cull backfires as wild canines feast on
farm animals
December 3, 2014 2.40pm EST
Niki Rust
PhD candidate in Carnivore Conservation, University of Kent

Lock up your sheep. USFWSmidwest, CC BY

Wolves, lions and other large carnivores rely on meat for sustenance and there are only so many wild
animals to go round. Sometimes, dinner means cow or sheep.
Farmers can use guard dogs or protective fencing to deter predators and protect livestock. But lethal
methods such as hunting and trapping are also used to control wild carnivore numbers.
As a livestock farmer in wolf country, it would be reasonable to assume that killing more predators
would result in fewer attacks on your animals. However, a new study by Washington State University
has turned this assumption on its head by discovering the opposite: the more wolves that are killed (up
to a threshold of 25% of the population), the more the remainder preyed on local sheep and cows.
Why is this?
Unpicking the pack
The researchers, Robert Wielgus and Kaylie Peebles, point to the nature of the species’ social
systems: wolves live in family groups containing a breeding pair (also known as the alpha pair) along
with related sub-adults, juveniles and pups. The alphas are the only breeders within the group as they
limit reproduction by their subordinates.
Killing one of the alphas disrupts the pack and subordinate wolves, who often outnumber the breeders,
are then free to reproduce. This could increase the number of breeding individuals in the area, thereby
increasing the population of hungry wolves – maybe farmers who shoot wolves are inadvertently doing
37
more towards conservation than they think!

Conversely, as humans are more likely to shoot youngsters than adult
breeding wolves, the alphas may be temporarily be in a more favourable
situation. There would be less competition for food, fewer clashes with other
wolves and less risk of the transmission of disease. Again, this could result in
short-term increases in attacks on livestock.
Wolf packs also have an important educational role, as the experienced
wolves pass on their knowledge. Killing them impairs this social learning. If
the rest of the pack hasn’t learnt the skills necessary to take on bison or elk
they may instead turn towards easier pickings on the farm.

Wolves take on a Bison. NPS

This same behaviour has been seen in lions and cougars (although has not been documented in many
other carnivore species).
When culls go wrong
It is interesting to note that this paradoxical finding is not just found in relation to wolves – lethal control
of cougars (or mountain lions) also means the remainder kill more cows and sheep as
younger, inexperienced cougars are more likely to attack livestock.

Coyote vs sheep. USDA
Coyotes also show increased litter sizes and more frequent
breeding in populations that were lethally controlled. Culling
programmes could have even exacerbated livestock attacks
by taking out younger, less predatory coyotes. Further,
state-funded coyote removal campaigns have failed to
reduce predation on sheep. Lynx, too, do not significantly reduce livestock attacks until lethal control
dramatically reduces total population numbers.
It must be noted that other studies have shown that killing predators can sometimes reduce the
numbers of livestock they themselves kill, but this is only temporary, until new populations of predators
establish themselves.
What to do about wolves?
If we would like a world where neither livestock nor predators are killed, we are either going to have to
take away all the predators or all the livestock. Clearly neither one of these options is viable so we must
aim to reduce preying on farm animals to a tolerable level.
Despite proof that changes in livestock husbandry reduces predation, farmers
may still not want these creatures living near them as they may feel that the
carnivores have “won” or taken over “their” land.
As such, despite scientific evidence showing that predators don’t kill that
many cattle anyway, that lethal control usually doesn’t reduce attacks, and
that non-lethal methods can almost eliminate attacks, this still may not be
enough to sway farmers from their anti-predator mind-sets.
We must therefore start to think outside the box. Much of this Denali NPS
conflict between humans and wild predators is not really about protecting
livestock, but instead concerns a deeper historic and cultural aversion to
wolves, lions and other scary carnivores. This won’t be fixed through simple
technical solutions – and we now know it certainly won’t be fixed with a gun.
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While you cannot win championship points for competing
in the NOHS, you do win points for breed wins, group
placements and best/reserve best in show wins. All of
these are tallied up on an annual, October to October basis,
and the competitors are ranked both within each breed,
and overall, just as is done in regular group competition.
The Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America began
recognizing the top Owner Handled Anatolian Shepherd
Dog and handler team each year at the annual specialty
banquet starting with the 2014 year.

AKC GAZETTE COLUMN
Anatolian Shepherd Dogs
and the
National Owner Handled
Series
By: Jo Lynne York
The American Kennel Club rolled out its National Owner
Handled Series (NOHS) in 2014 as a means ‘To recognize
and showcase the quality dogs being exhibited by owner/
handlers and to provide a venue for the owner/handlers to
compete against their peers’. This makes a certain amount
of sense, as studies done by the AKC and other dog show
oriented groups have proven what those of us who owner
handle our dogs already know – we are the backbone of
the sport with around 80% of dogs being shown by the
people who actually own them.

Along with it being another opportunity for owner handler/
dog teams to compete at shows, it also is a wonderful
opportunity for us to get our dogs out in front of judges
and showcase our breed. The judges for the NOHS must
have at least one AKC breed on their license to be asked
to judge groups in the NOHS ring and, just as in the
regular ring, there will be judges who are on permit status
for our breed who are looking for the opportunity to get
their hands on Anatolian Shepherd Dogs as part of their
continuing education in dogs. We have a breed that is
consistently on the low entry breeds list for the AKC and
we should take every opportunity presented to us to assist
aspiring judges by making our dogs available to them. Our
breed is wonderfully unique and our participation in shows
makes it even more worthwhile for judges seeking to learn
more about our breed.

What follows is my argument for Anatolian Shepherd Dog
owners competing in the NOHS.
Competition in the NOHS is free. That’s right. It doesn’t
cost extra to compete. As long as you are not a professional
handler or handler’s assistant, and you don’t live with a
handler, you can show in this competition. You don’t have
to enter a special class and you don’t pay an extra fee. All
you have to do is meet the requirements as explained on
the AKC website, check the appropriate box when entering
your dog, and be one of the dogs that makes it to the best
of breed class.

There are some amongst the dog show community who
take a jaded view of the NOHS and who have been heard
to call it ‘senior handling’. It is not. AKC clearly states in
their informational webpage dedicated to the NOHS that
at no time is the handling of the dog to be a consideration
in judging decisions. And for what it’s worth, I have had
professional handlers complain to me that they feel cheated
because they cannot show their own dogs in the NOHS.
Things have the value which we place on them – if we,
as owner handlers, value the NOHS and support it (and
each other), then, and only then, are our successes in that
venue worthwhile. Many times the dogs that I have shown
against in the NOHS are the very same dogs that I show
against in the regular Working group, and many times the
hand that I shake as I congratulate the winner belongs to
someone I have shaken hands with in the NOHS group
ring. The competition is real, and we, as owner handlers,
are worthy competitors.

The Owner Handled Best of Breed is chosen from the dogs
present in the Best of Breed class – Winners Dog, Winners
Bitch and any of the eligible specials entered that day. Just
as the Best of Breed animal that represents the breed in
the regular Working group is chosen from the dogs in the
class, so too is the Owner Handled Best of Breed chosen
from this class. Sometimes it’s the same dog, other times
it is not. Either way, both winners should proudly go on
to their respective groups and do their best to present the
Anatolian Shepherd Dog to the judges, the fancy and the
public.
If you are chosen Owner Handled Best of Breed you go
to the Owner Handled Working group class and compete
for first through fourth place. As in the regular Working
group, the winner of the Owner Handled group goes on
to compete for Owner Handled Best in Show and Owner
Handled Reserve Best in Show. This means that there will
be two Best in Show winners and two Reserve In Show
winners at shows that offer NOHS competition – one from
the regular classes and one from the NOHS competition.

I heartily encourage those who are eligible to check the
Owner Handled Eligible box on their entries and compete
in the National Owner Handled Series. It is a wonderful
opportunity to get out there and shine with our breed.
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Jo Lynne York, eboracumk9@yahoo.com
Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America website www.asdca.
org 512-789-5921 Reprinted with permission.

OFA RESULTS
The following Anatolian Shepherd Dogs have had evaluation recorded by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA)
In their hip registry from 01/01/2016 through 04/30/2016.

OFA Number

CHIC
Status

Registration Number

Registration Name

Sex

Results

ANS-1840G28M-VPI

WS45432404

BIRINCI’S KIRLI MELEK AT RBR

M

GOOD

ANS-1838G37F-VPI

WS43869002

CERULEAN BELLA

F

GOOD

ANS-1836G37M-VPI

WS43869001

CERULEAN NOAH

M

GOOD

ANS-1833F24F-VPI

WS45971711

CLEAR CREEK KADIFE MARIAH

F

FAIR

ANS-1829F24F-VPI

WS46546006

FULL CIRCLE’S ENDURING SPIRIT

F

FAIR

ANS-1852F49F-VPI

WS40599304

FULL CIRCLE’S ISLAND PARADISE

F

FAIR

ANS-1846G26M-VPI

WS46546004

FULL CIRCLE’S SPIRIT OF VODUN

M

GOOD

ANS-1827G24F-VPI

WS46546001

FULL CIRCLE’S VARGA

F

GOOD

ANS-1834G25M-VPI

WS46877203

HMF ROCK’S ASLAN

M

GOOD

ANS-1844G26F-VPI

WS47205202

ISLAND FARM’S BONNIE

F

GOOD

ANS-1850E29F-VPI

WS45392608

JUGHANDLE IN A PICKLE

F

EXCELLENT

ANS-1826G28F-VPI

WS45173403

KARABOUDJAN’S DARK SIDE OF THE MOON

F

GOOD

ANS-1825G28F-VPI

WS45173401

KARABOUDJAN’S MOONFIRE MAGICK

F

GOOD

ANS-1828G28M-VPI

WS45173402

KARABOUDJAN’S MYSTIC MOONSPELL

M

GOOD

ANS-1841G25F-VPI

WS46180406

LOST ARMADILLO’S BELLE STARR

F

GOOD

ANS-1822G38F-NOPI

WS41883307

LOST ARMADILLO’S GRACE AT ALATURKAY

F

GOOD

ANS-1849G31F-VPI

WS44673102

MARBLE PEAKS’ ATESHLI

F

GOOD

ANS-1823G24F-VPI

WS45772004

MYSTIC’S KIYMETLI KUCUK KIZ

F

GOOD

ANS-1835G24M-VPI

WS51699501

OYACALI SIRTLAN

M

GOOD

SALAD FORK TRINITY

F

GOOD

ANS-1839G27F-PI

NOREG1783739

ANS-1845G30M-VPI

WS44933302

SHEPHERDS REST ALTIN KUZGUN

M

GOOD

ANS-1851G24M-VPI

WS46972102

SHEPHERDS REST AYGIR

M

GOOD

ANS-1843G39F-VPI

WS43964502

SHEPHERDS REST CIZGILI RAKUN

F

GOOD

ANS-1824G24F-VPI

WS45991802

SHEPHERDS REST KELEBEK

F

GOOD

ANS-1848G24F-VPI

WS46972107

SHEPHERDS REST SWEETEST HOT PEPPER

F

GOOD

ANS-1847G24M-VPI

WS46972101

SHEPHERDS REST TARKAN

M

GOOD

ANS-1842G27F-PI

WS45860402

SIGINAK’S KAR BEYAZ

F

GOOD

WS48297202

SKYVIEW’S BLAIR

F

PRELIMINARY
GOOD

ANS-1830E32F-VPI

AN04685912

TRIPLE B CHRISTINA

F

EXCELLENT

ANS-1831G31M-VPI

WS44431401

TRIPLE B JUDAH

M

GOOD

ANS-1832G32F-VPI

AN04685915

TRIPLE B LACEE

F

GOOD

ANS-1837E59M-VPI

WS36791406

W2 YOGI 007

M

EXCELLENT

Denotes dog has met the requirements for number recognition in the Canine Health Information Center.
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OFA RESULTS (CONT’d.)
The following Anatolian Shepherd Dogs have had evaluation recorded by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA)
In their elbows registry from 01/01/2016 through 04/30/2016.

CHIC
Status

OFA Number

Registration Number

Registration Name

Sex

Results

ANS-EL625M28-VPI

WS45432404

BIRINCI’S KIRLI MELEK AT RBR

M

NORMAL

ANS-EL622F24-VPI

WS45971711

CLEAR CREEK KADIFE MARIAH

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL621F24-VPI

WS46546006

FULL CIRCLE’S ENDURING SPIRIT

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL637F49-VPI

WS40599304

FULL CIRCLE’S ISLAND PARADISE

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL631M26-VPI

WS46546004

FULL CIRCLE’S SPIRIT OF VODUN

M

NORMAL

ANS-EL619F24-VPI

WS46546001

FULL CIRCLE’S VARGA

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL623M25-VPI

WS46877203

HMF ROCK’S ASLAN

M

NORMAL

ANS-EL629F26-VPI

WS47205202

ISLAND FARM’S BONNIE

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL635F29-VPI

WS45392608

JUGHANDLE IN A PICKLE

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL618F28-VPI

WS45173403

KARABOUDJAN’S DARK SIDE OF THE MOON

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL617F28-VPI

WS45173401

KARABOUDJAN’S MOONFIRE MAGICK

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL620M28-VPI

WS45173402

KARABOUDJAN’S MYSTIC MOONSPELL

M

NORMAL

ANS-EL626F25-VPI

WS46180406

LOST ARMADILLO’S BELLE STARR

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL634F31-VPI

WS44673102

MARBLE PEAKS’ ATESHLI

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL615F24-VPI

WS45772004

MYSTIC’S KIYMETLI KUCUK KIZ

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL630M30-VPI

WS44933302

SHEPHERDS REST ALTIN KUZGUN

M

NORMAL

ANS-EL636M24-VPI

WS46972102

SHEPHERDS REST AYGIR

M

NORMAL

ANS-EL628F39-VPI

WS43964502

SHEPHERDS REST CIZGILI RAKUN

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL616F24-VPI

WS45991802

SHEPHERDS REST KELEBEK

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL633F24-VPI

WS46972107

SHEPHERDS REST SWEETEST HOT PEPPER

F

NORMAL

ANS-EL632M24-VPI

WS46972101

SHEPHERDS REST TARKAN

M

NORMAL

ANS-EL627F27-PI

WS45860402

SIGINAK’S KAR BEYAZ

F

NORMAL

WS36791406

W2 YOGI 007

M

NORMAL

ANS-EL624M59-VPI

The following Anatolian Shepherd Dogs have had evaluation recorded by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA)
In their thyroid registry from 01/01/2016 through 04/30/2016.

OFA Number

CHIC
Status

Registration Number

Registration Name

Sex

Results

ANS-TH173/30M-VPI

WS45115605

AKF KAGAN

M

NORMAL

ANS-TH178/26M-PI

WS46546004

FULL CIRCLE’S SPIRIT OF VODUN

M

NORMAL

ANS-TH168/25M-VPI

WS46877203

HMF ROCK’S ASLAN

M

NORMAL

ANS-TH175/26F-VPI

WS47205202

ISLAND FARM’S BONNIE

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH181/39F-VPI

WS44154906

ISLANDFARM’S RAVENSCOURT

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH170/25F-VPI

WS46180406

LOST ARMADILLO’S BELLE STARR

F

NORMAL
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OFA RESULTS (CONT’d.)
ANS-TH174/45F-PI

WS40933304

LUCKY HIT KUVVET MIA MAKES THE CASE

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH162/24M-VPI

WS45772001

MYSTIC’S EFSANEVI GHAZANFER

M

NORMAL

ANS-TH165/24F-VPI

WS45772005

MYSTIC’S ILAHI ADALET

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH167/24F-VPI

WS45772004

MYSTIC’S KIYMETLI KUCUK KIZ

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH166/24M-VPI

WS45772002

MYSTIC’S SADIK ARKADAS

M

NORMAL

ANS-TH164/24M-VPI

WS45772003

MYSTIC’S ZAMAN UNSURDUR

M

NORMAL

Denotes dog has met the requirements for number recognition in the Canine Health Information Center.

The following Anatolian Shepherd Dogs have had evaluation recorded by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA)
In their thyroid registry from 01/01/2016 through 04/30/2016. (Continued)
ANS-TH169/24M-VPI

WS51699501

OYACALI SIRTLAN

M

NORMAL

ANS-TH176/24M-VPI

WS46972102

SHEPHERDS REST AYGIR

M

NORMAL

ANS-TH180/24F-PI

WS46972105

SHEPHERDS REST BEDIA AT LONE STAR

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH171/39F-VPI

WS43964502

SHEPHERDS REST CIZGILI RAKUN

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH163/24F-VPI

WS45991802

SHEPHERDS REST KELEBEK

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH172/34M-VPI

WS43964601

SHEPHERDS REST KORUCU

M

NORMAL

ANS-TH179/24F-VPI

WS46972107

SHEPHERDS REST SWEETEST HOT PEPPER

F

NORMAL

ANS-TH177/24M-VPI

WS46972101

SHEPHERDS REST TARKAN

M

NORMAL

Denotes dog has met the requirements for number recognition in the Canine Health Information Center.
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Westminster dog show named after hotel bar
In 1877, New York was well on its way to becoming the
world’s greatest city. This was the year that a group of
sporting gentlemen decided that this would be a good time
to hold a dog show in Manhattan. It didn’t take long before
the Westminster Kennel Club, following the lead of its
home town, would be on its way to becoming the world’s
greatest dog show.
With its spectacular beginnings and extraordinary growth
in the years to follow, the Westminster Kennel Club Dog
Show was quickly reflecting the growth and success of
New York City. As the dog show grew every year, so did
the Westminster Kennel Club’s position as the symbol of
the purebred dog, with its influence being felt in show rings
everywhere, and eventually in millions of television homes
across the country. Westminster has become America’s
Dog Show.
“Westminster gets its
name from a long gone
hotel in Manhattan. There,
sporting gentlemen used
to meet in the bar to drink
and lie about their shooting
accomplishments.
Eventually they formed a
club and bought a training
area and kennel. They
kept their dogs there and hired a trainer.
“They couldn’t agree on the name for their new club. But
finally someone suggested that they name it after their
favorite bar. The idea was unanimously selected, we
imagine, with the hoisting of a dozen drinking arms.”
– Maxwell Riddle, from a newspaper story quoted in “The
Dog Show, 125 Years of Westminster” by William Stifel
It was at one of those meetings that the members decided
that they would stage a dog show so that they could
compare their dogs in a setting away from the field. The
First Annual New York Bench Show of Dogs, given under
the auspices of the Westminster Kennel Club, was staged
in 1877 at Gilmore’s Garden (the forerunner of Madison
Square Garden) in New York City, drawing an entry of
1,201 dogs.
The show was such a hit that it was extended to four days
from its originally-scheduled three, and drew this coverage
from “Forest and Stream” magazine:
“To say that the dog show held in the city last week was
a success would but poorly convey an idea of what the
result really was. It was a magnificent triumph for the dogs
and for the projectors of the show. We question if on any
previous occasion has there ever assembled in this city
such a number of people at one time, and representing as
much of the culture, wealth and fashion of the town.”
To fully grasp the place in history of the Westminster

Kennel Club and its famed annual dog show at Madison
Square Garden, consider this:
Westminster pre-dates the invention of the light bulb, the
automobile, and the zipper; the building of the Brooklyn
Bridge and the Washington Monument; and manned air
flight and the establishment of the World Series. Since
Westminster held its first show 127 years ago, there have
been 24 men elected president and 12 states have joined
the union.
The dog show has outlasted three previous versions of
Madison Square Garden, and is currently being staged in
MSG IV. It is one of only four events to be held in all four
“Gardens.” The dog show has survived power outages,
snowstorms, a national depression, two World Wars and a
tugboat strike that threatened to shut down the city, in the
process becoming the second longest continuously held
sporting event in the country. Only the Kentucky Derby has
been staged longer – but by just one year.
Westminster even pre-dates the establishment of the
governing body of the sport, the American Kennel Club,
by seven years. In fact, in 1877, members of Westminster
and members of the Kennel Club of Philadelphia had
together adopted a set of show rules and regulations and
established a Board of Appeals to oversee these rules.
This was the precursor of the American Kennel Club,
which was finally created in 1884.
As one might imagine, the history of the club and its show
is rich and colorful.
In the early Westminster years, some interesting names
showed up in the catalogs. In the first show, there were
two Staghounds listed as being from the late General
George Custer’s pack, and two Deerhounds that had
been bred by the Queen of England. In 1889, the Czar of
Russia is listed as the breeder of a Siberian Wolfhound
entered, and the following year, one of the entries is a
Russian Wolfhound whose listed owner was the Emperor
of Germany.
Philanthropist J. P. Morgan made the first of his many
appearances at Westminster with his Collies in 1893.
Famous American journalist Nelly Bly entered her Maltese
at Westminster in 1894, some four years after she made a
record-breaking trip around the world in 72 days, 6 hours
and 11 minutes, racing the record of Phineas Fogg in Jules
Verne’s Around the World in Eighty Days.
The most-coveted award in the dog show world, Best In
Show at Westminster, was given for the first time in 1907.
That year, and for the next two years as well, it went to a
Smooth Fox Terrier bitch named Ch. Warren Remedy. She
remains the only dog ever to win three times.
Six other dogs have won Best In Show twice, the most
recent being the English Springer Spaniel, Ch. Chinoe’s
Adamant James in 1971 and 1972.
Reprinted with permission from the Westminster Kennel Club’s website
43 Author: E. J. Collins
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get from the hotel to the piers with dog, crate, tack, and people?
Shuttle they say? They have three designated hotels for shuttle
pick up. Exhibitors get first seats, and that also means all your
stuff. Yes crates, dogs, whatever you need to bring can go on the
shuttle bus. And the best part is you don’t have to stay at that
particular hotel to ride the shuttle.
The drop off was right at the exhibitor entrance to The
Piers. As close as door to door as you can get.
You have the option to drive to The Piers the night before you
show to unload and we did. It was great to pull up to the building
and take our “benching” crate and tack supplies into the building
and not have to worry about getting it there the day of. Took a
load off. From there we drove to the hotel and only had to unload
two suitcases and the entrant. Unlike the days of past where you
frantically had to unload your entire vehicle onto an overloaded
dolly while your dog(s) were being held by “someone” on the
sidewalk in 45 seconds or less cause that is when your car was
whisked away to somewhere.
Show day is actually nice, the Bench is the same size
but the spacing of the aisle is very wide and it was actually cool
in there. You can groom your dog in front of your bench. You
have a separate aisle for exhibitors to get to the ring. You do not
feel crowded.
As the Breed Winner the questions started on how
are we to get to MSG? What about the crate, tack, dog, and
human(s). Our main issue, as with most of us with large dogs,
is how can one person handle all that and still walk the dog
get on and off the shuttle bus and get into the Garden…. Oh,
they provide a “helper” pass! Problem solved. Breed winners
and helpers are allowed to leave The Piers at 3pm. There is a
separate shuttle bus for Breed Winners. There are many helpful
staff there to assist you in getting all your equipment on/off the
bus. Most busses have the ramps so you can roll a dolly right on.
Again this shuttle takes you right to the exhibitor’s entrance at
the Garden.
Once you enter the Garden and walk the long hallway
to the Breed Winners Benching you are pleasantly surprised to
see three chairs and a grooming table in front of a 5’ wide bench,
just for you! The other best part is the helper can stay with your
dog while the exhibitor can run to the hotel and change, eat, nap,
re-charge, so bring a helper! The general public is not allowed
into this bench area until 6pm so you have some time to relax.
And then they are kicked out at 8pm giving you time to groom
for the night group.
Having the opportunity to attend the old and the new
I do miss the nostalgia of having everything in the Garden. The
split venue has a lot of pros: space, air, shuttles and staff that
helps that makes the show inviting. The cons I came across are I
had to buy a ticket into the Piers. I could not use the exhibitor’s
entrance. My helper pass was questionable at the Garden for
getting a seat and gaining access back into the bench if I left.
I can also see potential problems if you entered multiple dogs
and one was fortunate to take breed. The other cannot leave the
Piers until 5pm and cannot go to the Garden. So I would say two
persons for each dog if you can.

The Westminster Kennel
Club Dog Show is a two-day,
all-breed benched conformation show that takes
place at Madison Square
Garden in New York City
annually since 1877.

ANATOLIAN SHEPHERD DOG
JUDGE: MS. JUDITH ANN SMITH

BEST OF BREED

GCH CH Birinci’s Hint of Hoja (D)
Owner(s): Catherine and Louise Emanuel
Breeder: Catherine Emanuel
Sire: Buyuk Hoja of Cankaya Tepe
Dam: Birinci’s Carmen
The NEW? Westminster‑
Snow storm – February – I‑95 Mid‑Atlantic – NYC
By: EJ Collins
Those four topics said in the same sentence can only
mean one thing; Westminster Kennel Club.
The same old winter weather for Westminster on the
outside, however on the inside a new experience for some.
Last time we got the nerve to attend Westminster the venue was
Madison Square Garden and the hotel was the Hotel Penn. We
have all heard the stories of the size of the rooms, the elevator
wait, the carting your crate over to The Garden at 1am thru the
snow/rain/garbage. Just to be benched all day in a super crowed,
stuffy, back stage area and not see sunlight for 12 hours. Fun,
right? Well, YES! It is Westminster! At least that is what it was
the last time we went.
This year we were the newbies! They split the venue
back in 2013 but this was our first time since the split. We have
heard from other exhibitors tidbits of good and bad experiences,
now we have our own.
A split venue in NYC just does not sound easy. MSG
to the Piers is a mere 2 miles to give perspective. How are we to
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If you have a bucket list item labeled Westminster, go do it!

New akc titles
GRAND CHAMPION: Based onthe Schedule of Points adopted by the AKC, the following Anatolian Shepherd Dogs have
become Grand Champions of Record with AKC through February, 2016, as listed in the AKC Titles Report through April, 2016.

CH Jughandle Jersey Devil (D) 29-Nov-15
Owner: Jo Lynne York
Breeders: Sally Kelly Angelucci & Mike Angelucci
Sire: CH Breezy Way’s Ganymede
Dam: CH Jughandle Miss Poppyseed

GCH CH Karaboudjan’s Bonfi e Of The Vanities (B)
28-Feb-16
Owner & Breeder: Janet Dotson
Sire: CH Islandfarm’s Kensington
Dam: CH Sakarya’s It’s A Charmed Life Shameran
CHAMPION: Based on the Schedule of Points adopted by
the AKC, the following Anatolian Shepherd Dogs have become
Champions of Record with the AKC with AKC through February,
2016, as listed in the AKC Titles Report through April, 2016.
CH Birinci’s Apache II (B) 30-Jan-16
Owner: Dr. D Michael Bitz Esq.
Breeders: Catherine A Emanuel & Elizabeth Emanuel &
Louise Emanuel
Sire: Birinci’s Prince Kurbaga
Dam: CH Birinci’s Tulin

CH Karaboudjan’s Valley Of Fire (D) 28-Feb-16
Owners: Amy Pong & Ray Pong
Breeder: Janet Dotson
Sire: CH Islandfarm’s Kensington
Dam: CH Sakarya’s It’s A Charmed Life Shameran
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GCH CH Karaboudjan’s Bonfi e Of The Vanities (B)
28-Feb-16
Owner & Breeder: Janet Dotson
Sire: CH Islandfarm’s Kensington
Dam: CH Sakarya’s It’s A Charmed Life Shameran

Canine Good Citizen : Based on the requirements adopted by the AKC, the following Anatolian Shepherd Dogs have
become Canine Good Citizens with AKC Through February, 2016
as listed int he AKC Titles Report through April,2016.
Kyhr Nightvision’s Tannin CGC (D) 25-Apr-15
Owner: Karen L Slack
Breeder: Bethany Clark
Sire: Phf Aster Of Kyhr
Dam: Castlerocks Buttercup Of Kyhr
(owner not a club member)

New akc titles (cont’d.)

Dreamscape Anna CGC (B) 7-Jun-15
Owner: Patricia Long-Bradley
Breeder: Mr. Charles O Scott
Sire: Souwacha Greatwolf
Dam: Sassychewan Greatwolf
(owner not a club member)

CH Cedar Rise Narit Of Ridge Valley (B) 10-Dec-15
Owner: Leslie Ayers
Breeders: John Conlon & Janis Conlon
Sire: GCH CH Lucky Hit Divakiz Rondo Alla Turca
Dam: Nrv Alpacas Natasha Christmas Myrrh

Tallis All Because Of A Bear CGC (B) 26-Feb-16
Owner: Julie Kreager Hannon
Breeder: Vida Ellis Hughes
Sire: Tallis Guardians Forever
Dam: Kus Sarkisi Azra
(owner not a club member)

CH Full Circle’s Tuesday’s Child Is Full Of Grace (B)
8-Nov-15
Owner: Darci Lang
Breeders: Nancy Wargas & Darci Lang
Sire: CH Santan’s Big Mack
Dam: Full Circle’s Nimet
Photo requested but not submitted.

PERFORMANCE: The following Anatolian Shepherd Dogs
have been titled with AKC as indicated through February 2016 as
listed in the AKC titles Report through April 2016.

CH Brandywine’s Aysun Zella Wesann (B) 8-Nov-15
Owner: Angela C Davis
Breeder: Barnabas Zsigmond
Sire: Phf Brandywine Rambo
Dam: Brandywine Margo
(owner not a club member)

Beginner Novice
Shepherd’s Rest Tassasize BN (B) 28-Nov-15
Owner: Laurie Lynn Scott
Breeder: Chyril Walker
Sire: Ormanustu Duman
Dam: Marmara Yasmine
(owner not a club member)

CH Loma’s Sunrise Serenade (B) 15-Nov-15
Owner: Loralee Johnson
Breeders: Matt Johnson & Loralee Johnson
Sire: CH Gerlach Babacan Kodaman Turk
Dam: CH Sakarya’s Ain’T Life Grand At Loma
(owner not a club member)

NOSEWORK TITLES
Nosework is an UKC Titling Event
Nosework Trial Levels:
NGC – Nosework Grand Champion
NCH – Nosework Champion
EN – Elite Nosework
MN – Master Nosework
SN – Superior Nosework
AN – Advanced Nosework
NN – Novice Nosework

CH Mystic’s Sadik Arkadas CGC (D) 21-Nov-15
Owner & Breeder: Brandi Lambert
Sire: CH Mystic’s Atakan Of Clear Creek CGC
Dam: CH Ballester’s Mystic Fahrunisa CGC
Photo requested, but not submitted.
CH Full Circle’s Servant Of The Spirit CGC (D) 6-Dec-15
Owner: Toni Rexrode
Breeders: Nancy Wargas & Kenneth Wargas
Sire: GCH CH Aegean’s Duke Of Milos
Dam: GCH CH Full Circle’s Erin Ann
(owner not a club member)
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Individual Element Classes:
Elite:
EE – Elite Exterior
EV – Elite Vehicle
EI – Elite Interier EC – Elite Container

NOSEWORK TITLES (cont’d.)

AT RECENT SHOWS

GCH CH Lucky Hit Bethany Beyaz Kumru
02/14/16 – Group 3 - Guadalupe Valley Dog Fanciers
Owners: Jo Lynne York & Erick Conard

Sakarya’s Royal Celebration CAT, CGC (D) 5-Mar 2016
Owner Martha Davis
Breeders: Marilyn and Quinn Harned
Sire: Shahbazin Alp Arslan
Dam: Ch. Carpe Diem’s Aurora at Sakarya
UKC Advanced Exterior Element,
Advanced Nosework Title
March 6, 2016 UKC Superior Vehicle Element
NOSEWORK TITLES (CONT’D.)
Master: ME – Master Exterior
MV – Master Vehicle
MI – Master Interior
MC – Master Container
Superior:
SE – Superior Exterior
SV – Superior Vehicle
SI – Superior Interior
SC – Superior Container
Advanced:
AE – Advanced Exterior
AV – Advanced Vehicle
AI – Advanced Interior
AC – Advanced Container
Novice:
NE – Novice Exterior
NV – Novice Vehicle
NI – Novice Interior
NC – Novice Container
Pre-Trial Class:
PTE – Pre-Trial Elite
PTM – Pre-Trial Master
PTS – Pre-Trial Superior
PTA – Pre-Trial Advanced
PTN – Pre-Trial Novice
Handler Discrimination:
EHD – Excellent Handler Discrimination
AHD – Advanced Handler Discrimination
NHD – Novice Handler Discrimination

Ch Gerlach Kalit (Kali)
04/16/16 - Best of Breed - Sacramento Kennel Club
Owner(s): Kathy Gerlach
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CH Karaboudjan’s Bonfi e of the Vanities
Sahuaro State KC 2/06/16
Group 3
Owner/Breeder: Janet Dotson

AT RECENT SHOWS (cont’d.)

Birinci’s Snow Queen (Pink)
04/23/16 –Best of Opposite Sex/WB – Old Dominion
Kennel Club
04/24/16 – Best of Opposite Sex/WB/BOAOH– Baltimore
County Kennel Club
Owners: Catherine and Louise Emanuel

Birinci’s Wocket in My Pocket (Pocket)
04/23/16 – Best of Winners – Old Dominion Kennel Club
04/24/16 – Best of Breed – Baltimore County Kennel Club
Owners: Louise and Catherine Emanuel

CH RBR Ozu
04/16/16 - Best of Winner/Winners Bitch - Sacramento KC
Owners: Lynn Kenny, Mark Griffith, Laura Edstrom-Smith
& Marilyn Harned

GCH CH Karaboudjan’s Mystic Moonspell (Shazam)
01/09/16 – Best of Breed - Palm Springs KC
Owner: Janet Dotson
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Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America, Inc.
AKC Recognized Parent Club—Founded 1970
2016 Breeder’s List, rev. 4/18/16
B = Breeder, ST = Stud Dog, S = Showing, W = Working, O = Obedience, F = Family Guardian, TD = Therapy Dog

ARIZONA
Montaire Kennels
Darci Lang
1466 W. Montebella Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85704
520-219-9071
montairekennels@yahoo.com
www.montairekennels.com
B, ST, S, F

CALIFORNIA
Sakarya Anatolians
Quinn & Marilyn Harned
PO Box 880
Alpine, CA 91903
619-445-3334
anat404@cox.net
www.sakarya-anatolians.com
B, ST, S, F
Timaru, reg.
John @ Lesley Brabyn
PO Box 266
Bodega, CA 94922
707-876-1808
timaru@earthlink.net
www.salmoncreekranch.com
B, ST, S, W
Rare Breeds Ranch
Mark Griffith & Lynn Kenny
PO Box 736
Cottonwood, CA 96022
530-347-9088
rarebreedsranch@aol.com
www.rarebreedsranch@aol.com
B, ST, S, W, O, F, TD
Lost Armadillo Ranch
Kim Gray
PO Box 17
Davis Creek, CA 96108
530-233-4461
lostarmadillo@citlink.net
B, ST, S, W, F
Gerlach Ranch Anatolians
Kathy Gerlach
1094 First Av.
Napa, CA 94558
707-252-8196
Cell: 707-294-7529
gerlranch@aol.com
www.angelfire.com/ca4/gerlach
B, ST, S, W, F, TD

CALIFORNIA

FLORIDA

White Star Anatolians
Carol White
PO Box 3677
Salinas, CA 93912
831-206-4051
luvmyanatolians@yahoo.com
www.whitestaranatolians.com
ST, S, W, O, F

Rancho Luis
Lewis Wright
6051 Business Center Ct. #8301
San Diego, CA. 92151
310-748-7422
sipueda@aol.com
www.rancholuis.com
B, ST, S, W, F

Amerikan Anatolians
Diana Martinez & Bill Van Zandt
PO Box 2247
Sonoma, CA 95476
707-996-4224
amerikanasds@yahoo.com
www.amerikan-anatolians.com
B, ST, S, W, F, TD
Karaboujan Anatolians
Janet Dotsom
Valley Center, CA 92082
760-575-4273
karaboudjananatolians@gmail.com
www.karaboudjananatolians.com
B, ST, S, W, F,

CONNECTICUT
Breezy Way Anatolians
Janice Barabas
267 Peter Rd.
Southbury, CT 06488
203-264-2363
Cell: 203-232-1809
breezyway@sbcglobal.net
B, ST, S, W, F

FLORIDA
Chevaliers Du Roland
D. Michael Bitz
201 Hampstead Dr.
Brooksville, FL 34602
305-926-9217
genje@aol.com
B, ST, S, W
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Alaturkay Anatolians
Sandra King
10153 NW 20th Ave
Chiefland, FL 32626
352-493-2012
alakurka@turbousa.com
http://Alaturkay.org
B, S, W, F, TD
Island Farm Anatolians
Deborah Grunnah
11350 NW 123rd Ln.
Reddick, FL 32686
352-598-6464
islandfarm@aol.com

GEORGIA
Aslan’s Pride Kennel
Michele Iberri
65 Stone Creek Dr.
Dallas, GA 30157
678-363-0251
Cell: 404-520-1861
micheleiberri@mindspring.com
B, ST, S, F

MARYLAND
Sunny Daze Farm
Carissa Schneider
17528 Spielman Rd
Fairplay, MD 21733
386-316-9997
info@sunnydazefarm.com
www.sunnydazefarm.com
B, S, W, F

NEW MEXICO
Salad Fork Ranch
Carol Oleksak
PO Box 142
San Ysidro, NM 87053
505-867-4426
saladforkranch@msn.com
www.anatoliandog.org/member/
saladfork.htm
B, ST, W

Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America, Inc.
AKC Recognized Parent Club—Founded 1970
2016 Breeder’s List, rev. 4/18/16
B = Breeder, ST = Stud Dog, S = Showing, W = Working, O = Obedience, F = Family Guardian, TD = Therapy Dog

NEW YORK
Jughandle Anatolians
Sally & Michael Angelucci
2923 Loomis Brook Road
Walton, NY 13856
607-865-8812
Cell: 856 275-4036
salang1@aol.com
www.JughandleAnatolians.com
B, S, W, F

NORTH CAROLINA

OKLAHOMA

VIRGINIA

Brenlar
Brenda & Larry Hughes
PO Box 1362
Owasso, OK 74055
918-274-8774
Cell: 918-688-6806
Brenda@TrainK9.com
www.TrainK9.com
B, ST, S, O, F, TD

Shadewood Farm
Harriet & Kevin Pittman
2620 Shadewood Lane
Charles City, VA 23030
804-795-9415
harriet@shadewoodfarm.com
www.shadewoodfarm.com
B, ST, S, W, O, F, TD

OREGON

Briar Patch Farms
Nina H. Ward, MD
5305 River Rd
Vanceboro, NC 28586
252-671-6361
briarpatchfarms@earthlink.net
B, ST, S, W, F

Shepherds Rest
Chyril Walker
11615 NE Kuehne Rd
Carlton, OR 97111
503-504-4189
walkercj@onlinenw.com
www.shepherds-rest.com
B, ST, S, W, O, F

Full Circle Farm
Ken & Nancy Wargas
603 Page Street
Rowland, NC 28383
910-422-9960
Cell: 910-258-2975
fullcirclefarm@bellwouth.net
www.anatoliansofrowland.com
B, ST, S, W, F, TD

TEXAS
Lucky Hit
Erick Conard
16120 Lucky Hit Road
Leander, TX 78641
512-659-5189
www.luckyhit.net
B, ST, S, W, O, F, TD

Birinci Anatolians
Louise & Catherine Emanuel
c/o 3036 Berkmar Dr
Charlottesville, VA 22901
434-973-4437
Cell: 434-960-5213
birinci@centurylink.net
www.birincianatolians.com
B, ST, S, W, O, F, TD

Cedar Rise Farm
Leslie Ayers
323 Old Farm Road
Lexington, VA 24450
540-460-7469
leslie@cedarrisefarm.com
www.cedarrisefarm.com
B, ST, S, W, F

Dream Acres Alpacas & Anatolians
Debra Davidson & Belinda Jones
2378 Skyway Dr
Moneta, VA 24121
540-297-5301
Cell: 540-798-2466 / 540-537-0166
dreamacres@b2xonline.com
B, W, F, TD

OHIO
HFO
Teresa Rogowski
771 E. Longview Ave.
Columbus, OH 43224-3920
614-267-0632
greenakersfarm@me.com
www.greenakersfarm.com
B,ST, S, W, F, TD
Tamoora Anatolians
Kathleen Mayer
PO Box 151
Rushville, OH 43150
740-536-7161
tamoora@aol.com
www.tamooraanatolians.com
B, ST, S, F, TD
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Secretary’s report
Pong, Amy (I)
Henderson, NV
Endorsed by: Janet Dotson and Rachel Amov

As of May 12, 2016 the membership totals of the
ASDCA are as follows:
Household Memberships: 47
Individual Memberships: 88
Associate Memberships: 22
Total Memberships: 157
New membership Applications

Buckner, Debra (I)
Mesa, ID
Endorsed by: Erick Conard and Shawna Koval
Heidi Krol(I)
Auburn, NH
Endorsed by Catherine Emanuel and Leslie Ayers

The following individuals have applied for
membership with the Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club
of America as of May 1, 2016. They are published
here for review by the membership. All objections
to an applicant’s membership shall be forwarded
to the ASDCA Secretary in writing within 45 days
of publication of this issue of the Anatolian Times.
These written comments regarding applicants will
be considered confidential communications to the
ASDCA Board. Membership will be voted on 60-90
days after publication of this issue of the Times.
(A)

The ASDCA conducted two surveys to the
membership to evaluate the Code of Ethics and
how it is applied or enforced. The first, open ended
survey responses were predominantly submitted by
breeders and were largely biased to favor breeders.
The second multiple choice survey responses
represent a much broader pool of people across
the various interest groups of Anatolian Shepherd
Dog Owners. Companion dog owners, working
dog owners, show dog owners as well as breeders
responded to the second survey. There was a
15.42% response rate, which was an increase from
the original survey.

Associate; (I) Individual; (H) Household

Ballester, Holly (I)
Bushnell, FL
Endorsed by: Chyril Walker and Henry Ballester
Bricker, Charlie and Morgan, Mina (A)
Tampa, FL
No Endorsements

Below is a quick analysis of each question. Referring
to Question #1: With a 97.14% response rate it is
obvious that members want the Breeder’s List to
continue to be published.

Bruel, Lezli (I)
Santa Barbara, CA
Endorsed by: Albert Suhajda and Paula Suhajda

Referring to Question #2: 68.58% of respondents
want those published on the Breeder’s List to be
held to a higher standard than those not signing the
Breeder’s List Code of Ethics and therefore not being
published on the ASDCA Breeder’s List.

Buckner, Debra (A)
Mesa, ID
No Endorsements
Burns, Nancy (I)
Etna, CA
Endorsed by: Lesley Brabyn and Chyril Walker

Referring to Question #3:   82.86% of respondents
indicated they wanted the Breeders List Code of
Ethics signed by those on the Breeders List should
– Be enforced with standardized consequences for
violations to ensure fair and equal treatment.

Hunt, Destry (I)
Estancia, NM
Endorsed by: Sharon Newcomb, ME BilisnanskyMcMorrow and Carol Oleksak

Referring to Question #4: Response rates are
tighter on this question than the preceding questions.
The two responses garnering the most selections
were; a. Replace the word “guideline”, with the
word “requirement” or “standard” and d. Should
“comparable agency” be defined as to which
agencies the ASDCA will recognize as “comparable”.

Newcomb, Jeff and Lisa (H)
Pamplin, VA
Endorsed by: Catherine Emanuel and Louise
Emanuel
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Referring to Question #5: Response rates were tight
between selection; a. A one year wait should be
imposed on new members before they can apply to
be included on the Breeders List and c. The names
of all applicants to the Breeders List should be
published in the Anatolian Times, each year, allowing
the membership a chance to offer input on each
applicant.

The SDCA Needs ... YOU!
The ollowing Committees
and/or appointed positions have vacancies.
Please contact Katie Emanuel at birinci@centurylink.
net if you are interesting in any of the vacancies:

Referring to Question #6: The stand-out selection for
this question with 71.43% of respondents choosing
it was; a. OFA certification that elbows are free of
elbow dysplasia. This would satisfy the current CHIC
certification requirements also. Followed by 45.71%
of respondents choosing selection;

• Anatolian Times Editor
•Working Dog Committee
•AKC Delegate

j. Make all OFA results “Public” on the OFA website.
Closely followed by 42.86% of respondents choosing;
f. All breeding stock be free of disqualifying bite
faults.
Referring to Question #7: 71.43% of respondents
opted for; a. Breeding stock born in and residing in
the United States at/beyond the age of two, must
use domestic hip clearance services (i.e., OFA or
PennHip).
Referring to Question #8: 57.14% of respondents
chose; d. The identity of someone reporting a
violation of the Breeders Code of Ethics should be
protected by the Board of Directors until such a
time as the Board is required to release the name
by a court. This would help ensure that those
submitting violations are not subjected to retaliation
by the violator or their friends. Followed by 48.57%
choosing option; e. Non-Club members should
continue to be able to report COE violations. And
42.86% choosing option; a. The time frame for
reporting a violation of the Breeders Code of Ethics
should remain the same as it currently is – one year.
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health corner (cont’d.)
Snake Bite Preparedness, Don’t Lose Your Faithful Guardian to Snake
Original published in the Anatolian Times 2003, Volume 3
So, recently I was reading an excerpt from an article written by Mr. Peter Wells1, from the Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of the U.K.
It was a brief excerpt about an Anatolian Shepherd Dog (ASD) skillfully killing a snake. Sadly, this reminded of the last twelve
months where I watched two dogs die from these rodent eating friends.
Unfortunately, when dealing with the working dog one must relate the health of the animal to its surroundings. A livestock working
dog is exposed the elements of the weather and quite often is forced to battle with the local wildlife, i.e., deer, fox, snakes, spiders,
coyotes, etc. One must keep in mind that the wildlife is not always limited to what is visible from your back door. Actually, in the
wild it is in a creature’s best interest to camouflage itself to the naked eye. Quite often these dangerous camouflaged creatures are not
just a threat to the livestock guarding dog, but the family guarding dog and the backyard pet as well.
The fact is we are unable to completely control the environment in which we raise our guardians, and that is one of the many reasons
we raise Anatolians. The fact is that we ask our faithful guardians to take on this task so that we do not have to. Sadly, this does put
them at risk for injury.
When comparing the dangers of a coyote threat to a snake threat, it seems obvious which creature your animal should be weary;
however, this is not always the case. Although, here in the U.S., we are not known for our venomous snakes; we do have them. And
although the ASD is not known for its use against snakes, they will attempt to kill them. Luckily, this breed is intelligent and sharp
witted. As you would swat a slow moving roach, the ASD strikes fast and with power, frequently killing snakes that cross their paths.
Unfortunately, sometimes the snake bites first or in the process of meeting its fate. This is when aggressive thinking, pre-planning and
quick reactions are instrumental to the survival of the ASD after a snake bite.
Before the Bite
Before the snake bite occurs there are a couple of thing that a dog owner can do to prevent a bite from becoming a tragedy.
The first thing to do is to identify the snake risk in your geographic region and asses the danger level accordingly. For example,
although Mountain Rattlers and Copperheads are indigenous to my region, the true threat to my animals is the copperhead. They are
slower moving, do not have a loud alarming mechanism, like a rattler, and the bite is less likely to be identified immediately, therefore
less likely to have immediate treatment. However, in a more desert-like region rattle snakes may pose the greater threat.
Non-venomous snakes can be found in almost every region of the U.S, while venomous snakes are more common throughout the
south and southwest regions.
The majority of venomous snakes in the U.S. are from the family called pit vipers. Copperheads, which range from Massachusetts to
Texas, are just one example of a snake from this family. A table of the characteristics of some of the more common venomous snakes
of the U.S. and there range is presented below2.

Cottonmouth Snake3
Snake Type
Copperhead
Cottonmouth (Water Moccasin)

Common Characteristics
Copper, reddish color
Color varies with locality
Gregarious in nature
Large, olive to black in color
When ready to strike it opens
it’s mouth showing the white
“cottonmouth”
• Found mostly in water
• Assertive in nature

•
•
•
•
•
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Range
Massachusetts to Texas
Virginia to Texas, Florida

• Dark brown or black
Florida up to North Carolina
diamonds outlined in yellow
54
• Willing to stand their ground,
but will often rattle while
backing away
Eastern Coral Snake
• Red, yellow and black bands
Florida up to North Carolina and
west to Texas
• Mostly underground, arid
climates
• Bites are neurotoxic
Once you have identified the snake threat in your area, it is time to pre-plan for the worst. Everyone with a working dog should
have a canine first aid kit. In this kit, there are a couple of items that should be maintained in the event of a snake bite to your canine
companion: cleansing solution (i.e., betadine or Nolvasan®), bandaging material, benadryl and antibiotic ointment4.
Eastern Diamondback
Rattlesnake

After the Bite
Now you are prepared, however, identification of the bite is just as critical. The toxicity of an individual snakebite depends on
several factors: species of snake, age of snake (i.e., younger snakes are more likely to release all of their venom in one bite, while
older snakes often release more venom through multiple bites), location of snake bite and volume of venom introduced into the
victim. Quite often location of the bite impedes quick diagnosis due to coat coverage. The diagnosis of the bite is indicated by
visualizing bruising, observing discomfort at the site, swelling, nausea, weakness and/or shock. Venomous snake bites often have
two distinct puncture sites, while non-venomous snake notes are identified by a U-shaped marked at the site. Coral snake bites are
often unidentifiable, drooping eyelids may be the first key of envenomation. Non-venomous snake bites, although not fatal, can cause
discomfort and infection and, should also be monitored. Unfortunately, the ASD is a particularly stoic breed; therefore, unless you
observe the incident it may go unnoticed until the symptoms are severe.
Now the snake has been identified, the bite has been identified, first aid is indicated. If the bite is fresh, allow the site to bleed for 1530 seconds to allow excessive venom to drain from the site. Clean the site. Follow the list of snakebite DOs4, 5.
DO:

• Keep you animal calm;
• Drain or squeeze excessive venom from the site;
• Note the time of the bite (if known);
• Treat for shock (if necessary);
• Use warm compresses (if appropriate)
• Apply antibiotic ointment to the site;
• If on a limb, apply a pressure bandage; and
• Contact your veterinarian immediately and be aggressive.
DON’T:
• Use a tourniquet;
• Suck the wound;
• Use ice on the wound;
• Cut the wound; or
• Use alcohol.
According to Terry Terlap, DMV6 antibiotics are always indicated after an identified snakebite. Administration of a broad spectrum
antibiotic that provides gram negative coverage recommended. An abscess is much easier to prevent than to treat. However, this
should be discussed with your treating veterinarian.
Although we are closing another snake season it is not too late to prepare for next season. Don’t let a treatable bite become a fatality.
Signing off for now…next article: ear diseases.
(Endnotes)
1
Wells, Peter, Working Anatolians - Snake story. Online article first printed in OUR DOGS. ANATOLIAN SHEPHERD
DOGS BREED NOTES WEEK COMMENCING: 12 January 2001. <http://www.anadolu-coban-kopegi.com/bn/breednotes60.html>.
2
Conant, R., Stebbins, R., and J. Collins. Peterson First Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians. New York: Houghton Mifflin
Company. 1992. Pages 118-125.
3
Conant, R., Stebbins, R., and J. Collins. Peterson First Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians. New York: Houghton Mifflin
Company. 1992. Page 121.
4
Pinney, C. The Complete Home Veterinary Guide. New York: McGraw Hill. Third Edition. Pages 613, 625-626.
5
“Venomous Snake Bites.” University of Florida. National AG Safety Database. www.cdc.gov.nasd.docs.
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6
Terlap, T., DVM. Sports Medicine Program Newsletter. Winter
1996.

ASDCA 2016 Membership List
ANATOLIAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF AMERICA, INC
AKC Recognized Parent Club - Founded in 1970
2016 MEMBERSHIP LIST (FULL MEMBERS)

Listed below are the current full members in good standing as of May 1, 2016. The codes under INTERESTS are as follows:
B=Breeder S=Showing W=Working O=Obedience TD= Therapy Dog PE=Public Education R=Rescue PC=Personal Companion
NAME

CITY/STATE

PHONE

EMAIL

INTERESTS

Gregg M Allen
Rachel Amov
Michael/Sally Angelucci
Carl Swisher/Susan Anton
Ron/Jodi Arden

Lynchburg, VA
San Diego, CA
Walton, NY
Stockton, NJ
Lincolndale, NY

(434) 426-5575
(619) 840-0935
607-865-8812
(908) 782-7226
(914) 248-9662

slapshot1.618@gmail.com
rachelamov@gmail.com
Salang1@aol.com
sandbrookanatolians@comcast.net
rjarden@optonline.net;
jzarden@optonline.net

O,PE,R,TD,PC
B,S,W,PE,PC
B,W,PE,R,PC
B,S,W,R,PC

John/Lynn Armour
Leslie Ayers
Robert/Dorothy Ballard
Henry Ballester
Janice Barabas
David Barron
Jean Baugh
Rhonda Bell
Rod/Nancy Belton
Mary Ellen Bilisnansky-McMorrow
D. Michael Bitz
Trina Bolinger
Denis Bousquet
Lesley/John Brabyn
Peggy Burns
Sandra Butler
David/Diane Calabro
Joseph/Antoinette Calangan
Granville Cheatham
Ann Collins
Edward Collins
Sandra Compton
Erick Conard
Portia Corbett
Tom Crockett
Linda Curran
Stan/Sharron Dalton
Belinda Jones/Debra Davidson
Martha Davis
Janet Dotson
John Economos
James Eddy
Alfred/Susan Eisenberg
Louise/Catherine Emanuel
Elizabeth Emanuel
Lois Evans

Agua Dulce, CA
Lexington, VA
Alpine, CA
Bushnell, FL
Southbury, CT
Nuevo, CA
Old Glory, TX
Sheridan, WY
Salinas, CA
Santa Fe, NM
Brooksville, FL
Marion, OH
Edmonds, WA
Bodega, CA
Ash, NC
Tucson, AZ
Cheshire, CT
Carol Stream, IL
Culleoka, TN
Catskill, NY
Scottsville, VA
Greencastle, IN
Leander, TX
Farmington, CT
North Beach, MD
High Springs, FL
Palmdale, CA
Moneta, VA
Kamay, TX
Valley Center, CA
Brooklyn, NY
Puryear, TN
Oakland, CA
Charlottesville, VA
Havre de Grace, MD
Dixon, CA

(661) 268-0650
(540) 463-9435
(619) 445-6438
(352) 568-2557
(203) 264-2363
(951) 928-3646
(940) 997-2186
(307) 673-1373
(831) 484-1268

atua91350@earthlink.net
leslie@cedarrisefarm.com
dabrcb@att.net
anatolianshepherds@gmail.com
breezyway@sbcglobal.net
davidjcodd1@yahoo.com
oldglorytexas@SRCACCESS.NET
sd23bell@yahoo.com

B,S,W,O
B,S,W,O,TD,PE,PC,R
PC
B,S,W,PC
B,S,W,PC
PC
B,W,PC
W,O PC

Nancy Feemster
Jan/Perry Fox

Watsonville, CA
Stahlstown, PA

S
B,S,W,TD
O, TD, PC, R
PC
B,S,W,O,PE,PC
W,PE,R
S,O,PE,PC
(203) 250-9350 dacalabro@cox.net
O,PE,PC
(630) 651-2668 profxdl1@att.net
PC
(931) 987-2826 gjcheathamnnt@bellsouth.net
W
(518) 943-6942 collinsa2@verizon.net
B,S,W,PE,PC
(434) 960-5234 edcollins.mail@gmail.com
B,S,W,O,TD,PE,R,PC
W,R,PC
(512) 528-0866 ejc@ix.netcom.com
B,S,W,O,PE,PC
(860) 677-4921 amportia@mac.com
PC
(301) 855-8337 tanscyclesparts@yahoo.com
B,S,W,O,TD,PE,R,PC
(352) 665-2256 LindaLCurran@gmail.com
B,S,W,PE,PC
(661) 947-5251 sharron.dalton@juno.com
S,PE,PC
(540) 297-5301 dreamacres@b2xonline.com
B,W,PE,PC
(940) 636-7106 mdavis@riverbendnaturecenter.org S,W,O,TD,PE,R,PC
(760) 913-3266 jadees5150@gmail.com
B,S,W,PE,PC
(917) 757-9393
S,W,PC
(731) 498-6415 J.Eddy@ymail.com
PC
(510) 635-5604 susan48viola@comcast.net
W,PC
(434) 973-4437 birinci@centurylink.net
B,S,W,O,TD,PE,R,PC
(901) 679-2900 colonialrow@gmail.com
B,S,W,PE,PC
(707) 678-8298 srminis@aol.com
W
(707) 294-7529
(305) 926-0217
(740)-244-1160
(425) 239-7253
(707) 876-1808
(910) 443-0948

genje@aol.com
anatolianmom@gmail.com
apolloaksham@hotmail.com
timaru@earthlink.net
peggyburns2000@yahoo.com

(831) 728-3958 NLBarber@hughes.net
(724) 593-8939 pfox@state.pa.us
foxglenaa@hotmail.com
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W,PC
W,PC

ASDCA 2016 MEMBERSHIP LIST (FULL MEMBERS) (CONTINUED)
NAME
Joe Garvin
Ronda Gerhardt
Kathy Gerlach
Nicole Gillin
Fannie Ginsberg
Jonathan Goldsmith
Amy Grabish
Kim Gray
Lynn Kenny/Mark Griffith
Deborah Grunnah
Debbie Gschwender
Dee Hadorn
Jeffrey Hahn
Deborah Hall
Quinn/Marilyn Harned
Gayle/Kai Heifetz
Lori Kay Hein
Todd Hillhouse
Bianca Hoffman
Judith Hoy
Brenda/Larry Hughes
Richard/Svetlana Hutchison
Michele Iberri
Morgan Jacoby
Gary/Barbara Jakobi
Antoinette Kanne
Correna Kelly
Sandra King
Paul/Shawna Koval
Demetrios/Genia Kyres
Darci Lang
Stephanie Lindemann
Laura Long
Randall/Sheila Lowe
Viki Malone
Ed/Barbara Mann
Kim Marcus-Griffin
Scott/Jill Markowitz
Bill Van Zandt/Diana Martinez
Kathleen Mayer
Faye McDermott
Lynn Menefee
Mike/Ruth Micklitz
Donnis Mikowicz

CITY/STATE
Sperryville, VA
Ocala, FL
Napa, CA
Pottstown, PA
Dillwyn, VA
Manchester Center, VT
Dixon, CA
Davis Creek, CA
Cottonwood, CA
Reddick, FL
Nampa, ID
Harrah, OK
Canton, GA
Albuquerque, NM
Alpine, CA
San Pedro, CA
Litchfield Park, AZ
Mono, ONT
Cross Plains, TX
Port Angeles, WA
Collinsville, OK
Tomball, TX
Dallas, GA
Navasota, TX
Marathon, WI
Chesterfield, MO
Grand Pre, NS
Chiefland, FL
Burson, CA
San Diego, CA
Tucson, AZ
Smartsville, CA
Livonia, MI
Lake Worth, FL
Jasper, GA
Lakehead, CA
Naples, FL
Ringwood, NJ
Sonoma, CA
Rushville, OH
Perris, CA
Santa Barbara, CA
Appleton, WI
Aaronsburg, PA

Pamela Miller
Kayla/Gary Minish
Caryn Molands
Gayle Monger
Don Moss
Albert Myers
Sharon/David Newcomb
Stephen Nightingale
Carol Oleksak

Angelica, NY
Valdez, AK
Mineral, VA
Mesa, AZ
City of Industry, CA
Maidens, VA
Santa Fe, NM
Barrington, IL
San Ysidro, NM

PHONE

EMAIL

(352) 622-0139
(707) 252-8196
(610) 323-7861
(434) 969-7342

rondalee@embarqmail.com
gerlranch@aol.com
mn.gillin@comcast.net
cfn2020@cs.com

(707) 689-2960
(530) 233-4461
(530) 347-9088
(352) 598-6464
(208) 477-3925
(405) 356-2612
(770) 598-4058
(505) 315-2537
(619) 445-3334
(310) 519-0861
(623) 849-6414

grabishfarm@yahoo.com
lostarmadillo@citlink.net
rarebreedsranch@aol.com
islandfarm@aol.com
dlgschwender@gmail.com
bluemohair@gmail.com
jeffrey860@gmail.com
mzhermit@wildblue.net
anat404@cox.net
bbigdoggs2@hotmail.com
Lanatolian@COX.NET

(254) 725-6332
(360) 425-5903
(918) 688-6806
(713) 647-6776
(678) 363-0251
(936) 697-0012
(715) 443-3509
(636) 207-7774
(902) 542-1665
(352) 493-2012
(209) 613-8357
(858) 274-8628
(520) 219-9071
(303) 648-9525
(734) 427-5995
(561) 422-6057
(770) 737-2496
(530) 238-2326

steppe.shep@gmail.com
star@olypen.com

(973) 248-6017
(707) 996-4224
(740) 536-7161
(951) 943-6134
(626) 529-3659
(920) 739-3646
(814) 349-5499

TEESSAR@AOL.COM
micheleiberri@mindspring.com
tanisteara@msn.com
bgdogs01@gmail.com
brtroop@earthlink.net
c.kelly@ns.sympatico.ca
alaturka8@gmail.com
kovalps@gmail.com
aegean@san.rr.com
montairekennels@yahoo.com
slin@cougarridgephotography.com
llong01@sbcglobal.net
rwl9975@yahoo.com
vikim2d@tds.net
ednbarbara@gmail.com

(585) 466-7965

scotland23us@yahoo.com
deemm3@comcast.net
tamoora@aol.com
acct1@ILCAC.ORG
lynnm1@earthlink.net
mjmicklitz@AMERITECH.NET
dld1@psu.edu
donnis410@gmail.com
pmiller@belf.wnyric.org

(804) 241-5693
(480) 984-1836
(626) 330-8480
(804) 399-9670
(505) 983-0444
(847) 381-1143
(505) 867-4426

dandme2@yahoo.com
ladyaurla@aol.com
d.moss@roadrunner.com
almjr@earthlink.net
snew0444@aol.com
sdn10@sbcglobal.net
saladforkranch@msn.com
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INTERESTS
TD, PE, S, PC
B,S,W,O,TD,PE,R,PC
S, PC
B,S,O,PE,R,TD,PC
B,W,O,PE,R,TD,PC
W
B,W,PE,R,PC
B,S,W,O,PE,R,TD,PC
B,S,W,TD,PE,R,PC
S,TD, PC
B,W,PC
B,TD,PC
B,S,PC
B,S,W,O,PE,TD,PC
B,W,O,PE,TD,PC
PC
W,PC
B,W
S,O,TD,PC
S,W,R,PC
B,S,PE,PC
B,S,W,O,TD, PE,PC,R
PE,R,PC
O,PC
B,S,W,O,TD,PE,R,PC
B,S,W,TD,PE,R,PC
B,S,PE,PC
B,S,PC
B,W,PE
S,W,O,PE,R,TD,PC
S,PE,PC
B,S,W,PE,TD,PC
B,W,PC
W,PC
O,PE,TD,PC
B,S,W,TD,PE,R,PC
B,S,W,TD,PE,R,PC
PC
S,PE,PC
O,PE,R,TD,PC
O,PE,R,TD,PC
W.PC
PE,R,PC
S,W,PC
B,S,W,O,PE,R,PC
W,PE,R,TD,PC
B,S,W,PE,TD,PC
B,S,W,PE
W,O,TD,PE,R,PC
B,W,R,PC

ASDCA 2016 MEMBERSHIP LIST (FULL MEMBERS) (CONTINUED)
NAME
Rhys/Sig Owen
Linda Palmateer
Ray/Janet Palmer
Joanne (Jan) Paulk

CITY/STATE
PHONE
EMAIL
Twin Lake, MI
(231) 828-6603 sahin@frontier.com
Prince Frederick, MD
(443) 968-6046 Anatolians4me@yahoo.com
Terrell, TX
Santa Fe, NM
(505) 820-6408 janpaulk@aol.com
(202) 297-8787

Edmund Phillips
Harriet/Kevin Pittman
Kirk/Linda Raeber
Dave/Hope Reis
Joan Robak
Rex/Karen Roffler
Teresa Rogowski
Joanie Ross
Mary Hunter/Peter Ruotolo
Julie Sandoval
David Schachnovsky
Ann Schaeffer
Carissa Schneider
Karen Sen
Leslie Sharp
Michelle Shiue
Jane/Jack Sirkoch
William Skuba
James/Laura Smith

Westbury, NY
Charles City, VA
Jamul, CA
Barrington, IL
Salem, OR
Chuluota, FL
Columbus, OH
Owens Cross Road, AL
Milton, NY
Acton, CA
Ponte Verde Beach, FL
Cornville, AZ
Fairplay, MD
Springfield, OR
Louisville, KY
Lucas, TX
Renfrew, PA
Drums, PA
West Palm Beach, FL

Patricia Snopkowski
Nancy Stasyshyn
Albert/Paula Suhajda
Erin Tallon-Carr
Carmen Thompson
Cindy Traylor
Elyse Vandermolen
Jessica Voss
Chyril Walker
Nina Ward
Nancy/Ken Wargas
Marge/Jeff Werle
Carol/Fernando White
Lewis Wright
Rollins Wykle
Jo Lynne York

Philomath, OR
Washington, NJ
Huachuca City, AZ
Raleigh, NC
Meggett, SC
Willcox, AZ
League City, TX
Cambridge, MA
Carlton, OR
Vanceboro, NC
Rowland, NC
Delafield, WI
Salinas, CA
San Diego, CA
Payette, ID
Elgin, TX

(441) 238-0934
(804) 795-9415
(847) 387-3954
(503) 371-3483
(407) 671-7974
(614) 267-0632
(334) 303-0471
(845) 795-2762
(661) 269-1980
(904) 826-1950
(928) 634-5144
(386) 316-9997
(541) 747-0094
(502) 299-4272
(724) 586-7652
(561) 204-5445
(561) 818-2567

W,R,PC

longtail78@hotmail.com
B,S,W,O,TD,PE,PC,R
hcp@shadewoodfarmandkennel.com B,S,W,O,PC
B,S,W,O
davehopereis@gmail.com
R,PC
joanrobak@hotmail.com
TD,PC
rwroffler@bellsouth.net
S,W
tmrogowski@gmail.com
B,S,W,TD,PE,PC
windyridgefarm3@aol.com
W,O,PE,R,TD,PC
mfhunter51@gmail.com
PC
S,W, and Nose Work
nschachnovsky1@comcast.net
PC
bannschaeffer@aol.com
W,PC
sunnydazefarm@gmail.com
B,S,W,PC,R
senflower@q.com
B,S,W,PC
lgiddings@bellsouth.net
B,S,O,PC
skyeterrier@att.net
B,S,W,PE,PC
jsirkoch@zoominternet.net
W,PC
PC
carpedmanatolian@comcast.net
B,S,W,PE,R,PC

(541) 760-3646
(908) 689-4611
(520) 456-1033
(828) 779-8739
(843) 889-2773
(520) 384-4131
(281) 332-5633

psnopkowski@peak.org
Nstasyshyn@aol.com
asirianatolians@gmail.com
thegooddawg@gmail.com
cjenkinsthompson@aol.com
ctraylor@powerc.net
elysevandermolen@aol.com

(503) 504-4189
(252) 671-6361
(910) 442-9960
(262) 367-9387
(831) 206 4051
(310) 748-7422
(208) 739-1622
(512) 789-5921

walkercj@onlinenw.com
briarpatchfarms@earthlink.net
fullcirclefarm@bellsouth.net
jwerle45@gmail.com
luvmyanatolians@yahoo.com
sipueda@aol.com
rollinswykle@yahoo.com
eboracumk9@yahoo.com
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INTERESTS
B,S,W,PE,R,PC
B,S,W,O,TD,R,PE,PC

PC
S,O,PE,TD,PC
B,S,PC
S,W,PE
S,PC
S,W
B,S,W,O,TD,PC
B,W,O,PE
B,S,W,PE,R,PC
B.S.W.PE,TD.PC
PC
B,S,W,R,PC
B,S,W,PC,R
W,PC
S,PE,TD,PC

ASDCA 2016 ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP LIST

Listed below are the current associate members in good standing as of May 1, 2016. The codes under INTERESTS are as follows:
B=Breeder S=Showing W=Working O=Obedience TD= Therapy Dog PE=Public Education R=Rescue PC=Personal Companion
NAME
Bobbie Barton
John Birkler
Audrey Chalfen
Aimee Curran
H Cecile Deblinger
Nancy Gilleland - Rainwater
Gilbert Godina SR
Marlene Johnson
Gloria Kutzleb
Brandi Lambert
Heide Maass
Robert/Leah Marino
Elaine Matthews
Catherine O'Brien
Mary O'Neill
Gail Brodt/Donna Pickering
Barbara/Michael Radmonovich
Glenn Shriman
Gloria Sitler
Erika Sutterluety
Paul Wasserstein
Claudia Wolfram

CITY/STATE
Independence, KS
Templeton, CA
Hyde Park, MA
Verona, PA
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Clermont, GA
Austin, TX
Pahrump, NV
South Elgin, IL
Enola, PA
Skurup, Sweden
Chadds Ford, PA
Maricopa, CA
Maidens, VA
Grant Park, IL
Brooklyn, NY
Kingwood, TX
Benson, AZ
Caliente, CA
Oak Harbor, WA
Crystal Lake, IL
Springboro, OH

PHONE

EMAIL

INTERESTS

(620) 363-2335

anatolians08@gmail.com

B,S,W,O,TD,PE,PC,R

(617) 361-3289
(412) 576-9250

caucasus@aol.com
aimeecurran980@yahoo.com

(770) 605-2750
(512) 389-1884

Rollingmeadow@bellsouth.net
silverg1231@aol.com

(847) 697-5044
(717) 991-8273
46 40464249
(484) 459-4788
(503) 701-1109
(804) 263-6270
(815) 466-0023

asdmom2be@att.net
mysticasds@yahoo.com
heidemaass@hundpensionatet.nu

B,W,O,PE,R,PC
O, TD, PE, PC, R
TD,PC
B
B,W
B,W,PC
PE,R
B,S,W,O,TD,PE,R,PC

None listed
ceocpa@earthlink.net
mocowdogs@yahoo.com

(630) 258-1959
(661) 867-2463
(360) 969-6144
(708) 417-5065
(937) 885-9608

glennrenew0@gmail.com
9xalady@gmail.com
gotanatolian@hotmail.com
wasserfam@comcast.net
WOLFRAM-USA@ATT.NET

R
B,S,W
B,S,W,TD,PE,PC
TD, PC
PC
R
W,O,PC
B,S,W,R,PC
S, W, PC
W
W,O,R,PC

judge’s education
Below is the list of newly provisional/permit judges for the Anatolian Shepherd Dog. Th s list of judges includes
judges that were provisionally approved January 2016 through April 2016 Provisional/permit judges prior to this
date are searchable on the AKC Judges Directory at http://www.akc.org/judges_directory/index.cfm?action=.
Should you exhibit to these judges, please share your feedback with the Judges Education Committee at birinci@
centurylink.net. Your feedback will help us to educate the next generation of judges. The ASDCA does not endorse
any judge based on their provisional status. Th s information is provided for your tracking purposes only.

Name: Albert Bianchi
AKC Number: 5459
Date Approved: February 2016

Name: Lloyd Graser
AKC Number: 16626
Date Approved: March 2016

Name: Andrea Bradford
AKC Number: 57438
Date Approved: January 2016

Name: Richard Lewis
AKC Number: 18253
Date Approved: April 2016

Name: John Constantine
AKC Number: 26418
Date Approved: February 2016

Name: James Moses
AKC Number: 93094
Date Approved: April 2016

Name: William Daugherty
AKC Number: 6220
Date Approved: February 2016

Name: Deborah Verdon
AKC Number: 7115
Date Approved: February 2016

Name: Honey Glendenning
AKC Number: 6773
Date Approved: February 2016
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A very big THANK YOU for your donation to rescue!
Ron/Jodi Arden
Robert/Dorothy Ballard
Janice Barabas
David Barron
D. Michael Bitz
Denis Bousquet
Lesley/John Brabyn
Sandra Butler
David/Diane Calabro
Ann Collins
Edward Collins
Sandra Compton
Portia Corbett
Stan/Sharron Dalton
H Cecile Deblinger
Janet Dotson
John Economos
Lois Evans
Nancy Feemster
Jan/Perry Fox

Kathy Gerlach
Fannie Ginsberg
Jonathan Goldsmith
Deborah Grunnah
Dee Hadorn
Deborah Hall
Quinn/Marilyn Harned
Gayle/Kai Heifetz
Todd Hillhouse
Bianca Hoffman
Michele Iberri
Sandra King
Laura Long
Robert/Leah Marino
Kathleen Mayer
Faye McDermott
Kayla/Gary Minish
Caryn Molands
Don Moss
Stephen Nightingale

Mary O'Neill
Linda Palmateer
Joanne (Jan) Paulk
Kirk/Linda Raeber
Dave/Hope Reis
Joan Robak
Joanie Ross
David Schachnovsky
Ann Schaeffer
Karen Sen
Leslie Sharp
Michelle Shiue
Glenn Shriman
Gloria Sitler
William Skuba
James/Laura Smith
Patricia Snopkowski
Carmen Thompson
Nina Ward

Nancy/Ken Wargas
Paul Wasserstein
Carol/Fernando White
Claudia Wolfram
Rollins Wykle
Jo Lynne York
Michael/Sally Angelucci
Mary Ellen Bilinsnansky-McMorrow
Belinda Jones/Debra Davidson
Lynn Kenny/Mark Griffith
Richard/Svetlana Hutchison
Edmund/Kalena Phillips
Barbara/Michael Radmonovich
Mary Hunter/Peter Ruotolo
Albert/Paula Suhajda
Carl Swisher/Susan Anton
Rare Breed Ranch in honor of Paul
and ‘White Heidi’

THANK YOU to the following volunteers

Adop

Lori Kay Hein – shelter visit & breed ID
Joanie Ross – transport & temporary foster care
Jo Lynne York – shelter pull & transport
Laura Long – shelter visit & breed ID
Rhys and Sigrid Owen – transport, home visit
& foster care
Nina Ward – transport, home visit & foster care

ted

ls!

y Tai
p
p
a
H

Help us make a difference!
Visit us at www.asdrl.org
LIKE US at Facebook.com
Call us at 231-828-6603
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AKC Code of Sportsmanship
PREFACE: The sport of purebred dog competitive events dates prior to 1884, the year of
AKC’s birth. Shared values of those involved in the sport include principles of sportsman
ship. They are practiced in all sectors of our sport: conformation, performance and com
panion. Many believe that these principles of sportsmanship are the prime reason why our
sport has thrived for over one hundred years. With the belief that it is useful to periodically
articulate the fundamentals of our sport, this code is presented.
• Sportsmen respect the history, traditions and integrity of the sport of purebred dogs.
• Sportsmen commit themselves to values of fair play, honesty, courtesy, and vigorous
competition, as well as winning and losing with grace.
• Sportsmen refuse to compromise their commitment and obligation to the sport of purebred
dogs by injecting personal advantage or consideration into their decisions or behavior.
• The sportsman judge judges only on the merits of the dogs and considers no other factors.
• The sportsman judge or exhibitor accepts constructive criticism.
• The sportsman exhibitor declines to enter or exhibit under a judge where it might
reasonably appear that the judge’s placements could be based on something other than
the merits of the dogs.
• The sportsman exhibitor refuses to compromise the impartiality of a judge.
• The sportsman respects the AKC bylaws, rules, regulations and policies governing the
sport of purebred dogs.
• Sportsmen find that vigorous competition and civility are not inconsistent and are able to
appreciate the merit of their competition and the effort of competitors.
• Sportsmen welcome, encourage and support newcomers to the sport.
• Sportsmen will deal fairly with all those who trade with them.
• Sportsmen are willing to share honest and open appraisals of both the strengths and
weaknesses of their breeding stock.
• Sportsmen spurn any opportunity to take personal advantage of positions offered or
bestowed upon them.
• Sportsmen always consider as paramount the welfare of their dog.
• Sportsmen refuse to embarrass the sport, the
American Kennel Club, or themselves while taking
part in the sport.
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Announcing an ASDCA Calendar for 2017
The thought for a calendar had been there for several years
and this year seemed to be the perfect time to act on that
thought , so send us your favorite photos of your

Anatolian Shepherd Dog
Monies raised will go towards ASDCA endeavors such as
Education




















Rescue

Photos must be high resolution digital JPEG files ( Not less than 144 ppi /
1 MB) , and must be able to print into an 8x10. The calendar will feature
8x10, 3x3 & 2x2 photos.
Submissions should be sent to thegooddawg@gmail.com by August 15,
2016. Please put “calendar photo submission "in subject heading. Submissions may also be made via the US mail service.
When submitting your photo, please give us your name, address,
phone #, email and the Call name of the dog.
Submissions are open to any ASD owner, including International owners!!!!!
Photos with people in the shot will not be considered nor will show win
photos. Photos should only be of your own dogs..
Dogs may be in a natural setting or posed. Working photos strongly
encouraged.
8 submissions per individual ONLY!!!
Copyrighted photos can not be considered.
Once photo is received it becomes the property of the ASDCA and may be
used for other education and advertisement opportunities. Photo submitter acknowledges these terms and conditions.
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To submit photos through the US Postal Service send to:
Erin Tallon-Carr
7600 Rock Service Station Rd.
Raleigh, NC 27603

Calendars are $24.00 US — International $29.00 each
Make checks payable to ASDCA
ORDER QUANTITY: _____________________
Name:_______________________________________
Ship to Address:_____________________________
_____________________________
______________________________
Phone # :
E-mail :

______________________
_________________________________________

Order Deadline:
October 15, 2016
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2016 ASDCA
NATIONAL
SPECIALTY
OCTOBER 21, 2016
We are pleased to announce that the Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America, Inc. (ASDCA),
will hold its annual National Specialty in October in Pleasanton Calif. This is the 45th annual
National Specialty sponsored by the ASDCA, http://www.asdca.org/ This national competition
has grown each year and has received enthusiastic support both locally, throughout the United
States and abroad.
The National Specialty is our club’s major fund raising function of the year. Funds raised at the
National Specialty show enable the ASDCA to continue with on-going educational programs,
learning clinics, judge’s seminars, and RESCUE http://www.asdrl.org/. Monies provided in
support of the ASDCA also help to continue promoting and educating people about this
magnificent and courageous working breed. Our income and support for the ASDCA will come
from a raffle and live auction held at our National Specialty.
Donations from individuals and businesses are critical in making our auction and raffle a big
success. All donations regardless of size will help us in making this a success.
Donations may include: ANY AND ALL animals related items accepted
** Gift Certificates
** Dog Food
** Treats
** General Care Products
** Collectibles, Art
** Wine or Gift Baskets

** Crates
** Toys
** Grooming Supplies
** Collars/Leashes
** Hand Crafted Items
** Just about anything you desire to donate

We invite you to send along with your donations, cards, flyers, and catalogs to be displayed at
the Specialty. Business cards will be attached to each donation. We at the ASDCA will do our
best to promote your business and products. All donations will be acknowledged at our 4 day
show and in our club newsletter, “The Anatolian Times”.
Our heartfelt thanks for your time and consideration; we truly appreciate your continued support.
Please feel free to contact either of the below undersigned regarding donations and or
questions. Our phone numbers and a shipping address are listed below, or give us a call and
we will be happy to pick up any locally donated item.
Sincerely,
Kathy Gerlach and Diana Martinez
ASDCA National Show Committee Members
707 294-7529 Napa, CA or 707 481-5368 Sonoma, CA
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Shipping address: Kathy Gerlach @ 954 Kaiser Road,
Napa, Ca 94558
VISIT US ON THE WEB AT HTTP://WWW.ASDCA.ORG

UPCOMING ASDCA EVENTS
Be sure to mark your calendars so you don’t miss any of the excitement!
NORTH CAROLINA REGIONAL SPECIALTY on Saturday, June 11, 2016
Held in conjunction with the Asheville Kennel Club Shows in Fletcher, North Carolina
Supported Entry on Sunday June 12, 2016
Judge’s seminar date and time to be assigned by host Club.
Contact Katie Emanuel if you are interested or would like to volunteer at birinci@centurylink.net.
Regional Specialty club contact: Peggy Burns - peggyburns2000@yahoo.com

CALIFORNIA SUPPORTED ENTRY on June 11, 2016

Held in conjunction with the Contra Costa KC in Vallejo, CA at the
Solano County Fairgrounds
Club contact: Lesley Brabyn at timaru@earthlink.net or 707-876-1808

Judge’s seminar at 2:00 on Saturday; presented by Karen Sen.
Contact Lesley Brabyn if you want to volunteer your dogs for the hands-on portion of the seminar.

CALIFORNIA SUPPORTED ENTRY on June 18-19, 2016
Held in conjunction with the Bahia Sur KC in Chula Vista, CA
Club contact: Marilyn Harned at 619-445-3334 or anat404@cox.net

DJAA JUDGES SEMINAR and WORKSHOP in Houston, Texas July 20-23, 2016
Held in conjunction with the Reliant World Series of Dog Shows
Presenter will be Sharon Newcomb. Actual Date and Time TBD. Volunteers with dogs needed.
Contact Katie at birinci@centurylink.net if you can volunteer with dogs.

2016 ASDCA NATIONAL SPECIALTY - 10/21-23/16
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
The 2016 Meeting of the Clan will be held in Pleasanton, CA
The National Specialty will be held on Friday, Oct. 21, 2016
Supported Entries on Saturday and Sunday
Club contact: Carol White at luvmyanatolians@yahoo.com
2016 Hisar Shield Award Nominations
The Hisar Shield Award is considered a “Life Time Achievement Award” by the Anatolian Shepherd Dog Club of America
(ASDCA). The first award was presented in 1998 to Robert C. Ballard, the ASDCA’s founder and Past-President. It has been presented 12 times since to current and former ASDCA members who have played a prominent role in the success and leadership of
the ASDCA and the Anatolian Shepherd Dog Breed.
The Hisar Shield Committtee which consists of past recipients: Erin Tallon-Carr, Chairman; Tom Crocket, Barb Jakobi, Kathy
Gerlach, and Dorothy Ballard is seeking nominations for the 2016 Hisar Shield Award. A copy of the Hisar Shield Nomination
form is included as an insert in this issue of the Anatolian Times. The Nomination Form and Hisar Shield Award Nomination
Guidelines can be found on the ASDCA website under ASDCA Club Links as well.
If you know someone who is deserving of this award, please nominate them using the Nomination Form and include the required
Award Nomination Letter, by August 1, 2016 to the Hisar Shield Award Chairman, Erin Tallon-Carr (thegooddawg@gmail.com).
Deadline for Service Dog Award Nominations is July 1, 2016.
See the insert included in the Anatolian Times, 2016 Volume 1 for details.
Don’t forget this is the Inaugural year of the ASDCA/AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award.
The guidelines for nominations are on the ASDCA website under downloadable forms and the nomination form can be found at:
http://www.asdca.org/downloadablepdfs/Outstanding%20Sportsmanship%20Award%20Nomination%20Form_100715_Final.pdf.
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Nominations are due to the Secretary,
64 Sally Angelucci, buy July 1, 2016.
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